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ABSTRACT
ASSISTIVE LISTENING DEVICES: A GUIDE
by
ALEXA BRODY
Advisor: Shlomo Silman, Ph.D.
Objective: The purpose of this research was to develop a guide on assistive
listening devices (ALDs) describing the various types of ALDs, the basic
underlying concepts, their advantages and disadvantages, the instrumentation and
its components, and the setup and procedures for specification/evaluation of ALDs
in accordance with national standards or guidelines issued by professional
organizations in our field. This guide is intended for audiologists, hearing
scientists, and audiology and hearing science students.
Method: A thorough review of the previous ALD literature including national and
international standards for set-up and installation, specification/evaluation and
verification of ALDs; guidelines from professional audiology and acoustic and
hearing sciences organizations for ALD set-up and installation,
specification/evaluation and verification; peer-reviewed studies on ALDs; textbook chapters and books on ALDs; and ALD websites from professional
organizations.
Results: This guide was organized by ALD type, and was subcategorized by the
basic underlying concepts, their advantages and disadvantages, the instrumentation
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and components, and the setup/installation and procedures for
specification/evaluation and verification. A comparative analysis was also
performed on the relative benefits of various ALDs in a real-word application
setting.
Discussion: This guide demonstrates that ALDs facilitate communicative
efficiency in persons with hearing loss in adverse listening environments. Selection
of an appropriate ALD should be based on the intended system use and the
intended listening environment. Appropriately selected and fitted ALDs help
individuals detect environmental sounds or improve their speech recognition in
specific listening settings. Also, ALDs can enable higher levels of communicative
performance would be obtained with just the use of individual hearing technology
alone.
Conclusion: The research findings demonstrate that ALDs improve audibility and
overall listening benefit for individuals with hearing loss, especially those with
compatible hearing technology. The guide can help one ensure optimal ALD
performance to maximize communicative benefit; it serves as a resource for
audiologists, hearing scientists, and audiology and hearing science students to
develop a better understanding of topics related to ALDs; appropriate ALDs to
recommend to persons with hearing loss for various listening situations; set-up
and installation of ALDs; and evaluation and verification of ALD performance
Key words: “assistive listening device,” “hearing loss,” “hearing aid,”
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INTRODUCTION
Although hearing aids (HAs) improve overall communicative function in
individuals with hearing loss, many persons with hearing loss derive insufficient
communicative benefit from such devices. Individuals with hearing loss often
continue to struggle to hear, even with proper use and functioning of
appropriately fit hearing aids. For many of these individuals, hearing aids provide
only minimal (if any) benefit in difficult listening environments. As per the results
of a 2010 Marketrak survey, Kochkin (2007) noted nearly half of all HA returns
were due to poor HA performance in noise. In these adverse listening
environments, individuals with hearing loss require a greater signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Blair’s (1990) study found students with hearing loss required a +15-25
dB SNR to understand speech, whereas students with normal-hearing sensitivity
understood speech with as little as a +6 dB SNR. Although directional
microphones on HAs provide approximately 3-5 dB improvement in SNR, this
slight improvement does not provide enough benefit in those with hearing loss for
adequate speech understanding in noise (MacLennan & Sterkens, 2019; North
East Hearing, P.C., 2014;).
In such cases, an assistive listening device (ALD) may be used to more
adequately address the communicative needs of persons with hearing loss. By
increasing the functionality of hearing technologies, ALDs allow individuals with
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hearing loss to gain and maintain greater audibility and speech intelligibility of
both themselves and others. It is, therefore, imperative for one to ensure optimal
performance of ALDs in order to maximize communicative benefit. This can be
accomplished by performing appropriate installation, evaluation, specification,
and verification procedures and measurements to be discussed.
Previous literature covers the basic concepts of ALDs, their advantages
and disadvantages, but only a standard overview of the instrumentation. Few
sources comprehensively address the instrumentation principles of operation, and
even fewer address procedures for specification and evaluation of ALDs in
accordance with national standards or guidelines issued by professional
organizations in our field.
Furthermore, the relevant ALD standards and guidelines currently under
review specify performance measurements and procedures that pertain to a
specific type of ALD, or to ALDs meeting a certain criterion. For example, the
IEC 60118-4 standard, by the International Electrotechnical Commission [IEC]
describes system performance requirements for hearing loop systems only,
whereas the ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014 standard by the Acoustical Society of
America [ASA] describes output characteristic measurements for ALDs when a
remote microphone arrangement is used. Such standards/guidelines fail to discuss
specifications for all the different types of ALDs of various arrangements.
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Therefore, the purpose of this research was to develop a comprehensive
ALD guide describing the various types of ALDs, the basic underlying concepts,
their advantages and disadvantages, the instrumentation and components, and the
setup/installation and procedures for specification and evaluation and verification
of ALDs in accordance with national and international standards or guidelines
issued by professional organizations. This guide is intended for audiologists,
hearing scientists, and audiology and hearing science students, so they can
develop a better understanding of various topics related to ALDs; appropriate
ALDs to recommend to persons with hearing loss for various listening situations;
how to set-up/install ALDs; and how to evaluate and verify ALD performance
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METHODS
A thorough review of the previous ALD literature including national and
international standards for set-up and installation, specification/evaluation and
verification of ALDs; guidelines from professional audiology and acoustic and
hearing sciences organizations for ALD set-up and installation,
specification/evaluation and verification; peer-reviewed studies on ALDs; textbook chapters and books on ALDs; and ALD websites from professional
organizations.
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RESULTS
What are Assistive Listening Devices (ALDs)?
Assistive listening devices, or ALDs, enhance audibility of the desired
sound signal, especially in noise. They are often used to assist someone with
hearing loss manage specific listening environments, in which the use of
conventional hearing aids alone is found to be inadequate. ALDs can be used in a
variety of settings, such as at home, work, places of entertainment, courtrooms,
etc. These devices are often used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
adverse listening environments, thereby, counteracting the negative effects of
distance, reverberation, and background noise on communicative function.
Hearing Assistance Devices/Systems (HADS) is another term used to
describe ALDs and technologies. According to the American National Standards
Institute ALD standard (ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014, American National Standard
Specification of Performance Measurement of Hearing Assistance
Devices/System), Hearing Assistance Devices/Systems (HADS) are defined as:
“A group of instruments with diverse physical configurations that are
intended to facilitate hearing by providing amplification of an acoustic
signal and/or improving the SNR by means of a non-acoustic signal
transmission method.” (p.vi).
It is important to note that ALDs can benefit persons both with and
without hearing loss. Individuals with normal hearing may use ALDs to facilitate
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listening during theatre performances or lectures with distant speakers. They may
also use ALDs to help them listen to soft sounds during certain activities, such as
hunting or birdwatching. For individuals with hearing loss, ALDs can be used in
conjunction with a HA or cochlear implant to further enhance understanding/
listening benefit in adverse listening environments, than that provided by their
amplification alone. Hearing scientists and audiologists need to be knowledgeable
about ALDs (as well as other rehabilitative care options and technologies) that are
available and appropriate for addressing individuals’ hearing needs.

ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014
The American National Standards Institute/Acoustical Society of America
ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014 standard provides definitions and measurements suitable
for the specification and evaluation of ALDs. This document specifically
addresses the subset of ALDs that have the following four characteristics: They
are (i) capable of processing an acoustic input signal and delivering an acoustic
output signal when coupled to the ear; (ii) intended to enhance audibility by
amplifying a desirable acoustic input signal and/or by enhancing the SNR; (iii)
physically coupled to the ear or interfaced with another device such as a HA that
is physically coupled to the ear; and (iv) designed/packaged as a complete
device/system, not as a component of another system. These ALDs typically
utilize one or more remote microphones connected to a transmitter, with a
separate receiver whose output is acoustically coupled to the ear.
6

This standard does not describe measurements of HAs or personal sound
amplifiers (PSAPs); however, such measurements can be evaluated using
procedures described in ANSI/ASA 3.22-2009. This standard does not address
measurements of telephone amplifiers, alerting devices, and/or measurements of
large-area assistive listening systems that are not packaged for individual coupling
to the ear. It excludes measurements of implants and bone conduction devices.
These technologies require different techniques from those described in this
standard, as they do not deliver acoustic signals to the ear via air-conduction.
Some HAs use conventional amplification and wireless receivers. In these cases,
conventional amplification via the local microphone should be verified following
the procedures described in ANSI/ASA 3.22, and wireless functionality should be
verified following the procedures described in this standard.
Classification of ALDs
Prior to discussing ANSI specifications for evaluating ALD performance
in greater detail, one must first develop an understanding of the different
classifications of ALDs as described in the ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014 standard.
Classifications of ALDs may be conducted according to their system
functionality and/or transmission method. Different ALDs can be categorized
respectively by function into the following groups: personal assistive listening
devices, large-area assistive listening systems, telephone amplifiers, alerting
devices, and other specialized listening devices. Table 1 provides a summary
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overview of the main components and functional purposes of each ALD category,
as described in the ANSI standard.
Descriptions of each category are solely provided in this standard to
clarify the classification of ALDs by function. However, ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014
addresses measurements that only pertain to a subset of these devices –
specifically those that transmit sound signals directly to the ear via air conduction.
Therefore, out of these categories, personal assistive listening devices are the only
ALDs included in the ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014 standard, as indicated in Table 1
below. However, for the purpose of this research, both personal assistive listening
devices and large-area assistive listening devices are to be discussed at greater
length in the later sections of this comprehensive guide.
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Table 1.
Classification of ALDs
Components
Personal
Typically consists of:
Assistive
 a remote microphone transmitter with
Listening
direct input &
Devices
 a receiver physically coupled to the ear
Used alone or with a HA via direct audio
input, telecoil functionality, or an
internally built-in receiver

Purpose
Utilized for personal use at
home, school, & other
communicative settings
Obtained through a
healthcare professional or
from the device/ system
manufacturer

Large-area
Assistive
Listening
Devices

Consists of:
 a central transmission system
 1+ individual receivers

Telephone
Amplifiers

Components may be internal or external
to the telephone

Used to amplify sound
received by a telephone

Alerting
Devices

Device may be used alone or in addition
to another device/system that would
otherwise elicit auditory notification
signals
Used alone or with another device/system

Used to notify individuals
of particular auditory
stimuli, e.g. smoke alarms,
doorbells, alarm clocks, etc.
Used in highly specialized
listening situations

Other

The signal is not individualized but
readily available to all users with the
appropriate receiver/coupling necessary
for the transmission system employed

Used for mass
communicative benefit over
a limited time. Such systems
are installed in public
listening settings, such as
the theater, lecture halls, etc.

Additional Notes
Devices/systems may be
selected so the output
characteristics correspond
to the user’s hearing needs
The only ALDs included in
ANSI/ASA S.47-2014
Receiver and coupling may
be chosen so that the
performance characteristics
correspond to the user’s
hearing needs

May use visual (light) or
tactile (vibratory) response
signals to direct attention
E.g. amplified stethoscopes
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ALDs may also be classified by their transmission method. In a hardwired
system, the signal is transmitted to the system receiver by means of an electrical
connection. Wireless systems may include one or more of the following
transmission methods: radio-frequency induction (e.g. Frequency-Modulated or
FM systems, Bluetooth), audio-frequency induction (e.g. hearing/induction loop
systems), and/or infrared (IR) transmission (e.g. IR systems).

Transmission Methods

Wireless

Hardwired

Radio-frequency
induction

Audio-frequency
induction

Infrared
Figure 1. Transmission methods. This figure illustrates the different types of
transmission methods in ALDs. ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014.
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With each transmission method, the output signal of the device/system in
normal use is delivered to the ear through an earphone or HA. HA coupling can
be accomplished via direct electrical input, induction coupling through the HA
telecoil, or via an internal built-in HA receiver (e.g. FM or digital transmission).
When the device/system is capable of transmitting signals using two or more
transmission methods, this standard requires that the device/system output be
measured using each method of transmission.
Components
Terms relating to components of ALDs, as outlined in the ANSI standard, are
described in Table 2 below.
Table 2.
Components of ALDs addressed in the ALD Standard
Components
Description
Microphones
Input transducers that pick-up and convert acoustic input
signals into electrical energy
Remote Microphone

Microphones placed near the sound source to enhance the
SNR; May be internal or external to the transmitter system

Local Microphone

Microphones housed in or near the receiver to pick up sound
signals near the listener

Wireless Transmitter Device that converts an electrical audio signal into a wireless
signal in the form of radio frequency, induction, or infrared
waves
Wireless Receiver
Device that converts the wirelessly transmitted signal into an
electrical audio signal to be delivered to the output transducer
Output Transducer
Device that converts the electrical audio signal back into an
acoustic sound signal to be delivered into the listener’s ear.
Earphone
Output transducer that converts the electrical audio signal
back into an acoustic sound signal
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Direct Input

Internal Connect
Induction Neckloop

Antenna

The electrical audio signal from the receiver is electrically
connected to the HA via a miniature plug-in receiver which
connects to the audio shoe that fits on the base of the behindthe-ear (BTE) HA(s)
The electrical audio signal from the internal FM receiver is
built into the listener’s BTE HA(s)
Generates a magnetic field via a wire worn around the
listener’s neck to deliver the audio signal via analog or digital
transmission
Wire or other conductor used for transmitting or receiving
radio waves that may be internal or external to the transmitter
and/or receiver

Test Equipment
ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014 provides specifications for the appropriate test setup and
conditions necessary for evaluating ALD performance:
Test Space. Ideally, performance measurements of ALDs should be
recorded in an anechoic chamber. However, this is not always feasible. Therefore,
the test space must have sufficiently low ambient noise levels, so it does not affect
test results by more than 1 dB.
Sound Source. Characteristics of the input acoustic signal can be
evaluated using a Type 1 sound level meter. The sound source, when combined
with the calibrated microphone, should be capable of maintaining an input sound
pressure level (SPL) within ± 1.5 dB over the frequency range of 200 to 2000 Hz,
and an input sound pressure level within ± 2.5 dB over the frequency range of
2000 to 8000 Hz. The frequency accuracy, or the precision of frequency
measures, of the sound source should be within ± 2%. When high intensity level
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acoustic input enters a non-linear system, harmonic distortion may occur. The
higher the intensity level, the broader the frequency response of the non-linear
system. Total harmonic distortion (THD), refers to the total amount of power
present in the harmonics (second, third, fourth, etc.), with respect to the
fundamental frequency of the acoustic signal. The THD must be minimized to
limit potential signal distortion. For response measurements, THD levels of the
source acoustic signal should not exceed 2% of the harmonic distortion measures,
and the TDH of the source acoustic signal should not exceed 0.5%.
Test Signal. The sound source should be able to produce input test signals
with sounds pressure levels between 60 and 90 dB SPL. The system should also be
able to present a pure-tone or steady-state broadband noise signal over the 200 to
5000 Hz frequency range. Specifications of the sound source are summarized in
Table 3 below (ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014).
Table 3.
Sound Source Specifications
Sound Source Characteristic Specification Requirement
Intensity Accuracy
Within ± 1.5 dBSPL over the range 200 – 2000 Hz
Within ± 2.5 dBSPL over the range 2000 – 8000 Hz
Frequency Accuracy

Within ± 2%

Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD)

For response measurements, the THD shall not
exceed 2% of harmonic distortion measurements;
THD shall not exceed 0.5%

Input Test Signal

Sound pressure levels between 60 dB SPL – 90 dBSPL
Pure-tone or steady-state broadband noise signals
over the frequency range of 200-5000 Hz
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Output System. Frequency recordings on a graphical output system
should not differ by more than ± 5% from the indicated frequencies, while output
intensity recordings should not differ by more than ± 1 dB from the indicated
output levels (ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014). The specifications for measurements of
system output are summarized in Table 4 below.
Table 4.
System Output Specifications
Output Characteristic

Specification Requirement

Intensity Accuracy

Within ± 1 dB from measurement system recordings

Frequency Accuracy

Within ± 5%

Prior to evaluating ALD output, one must select an appropriate output
coupling system suitable for the device/system being tested. The output coupling
system selected should provide accurate, reliable measurements and include a
closed cavity. The 2-cc coupler should be used whenever possible; however, other
couplers specified by ANSI also may be suitable for measuring ALD outputs
(such as those included in ANSI/ASA S3.25 and ANSI/ASA S3.35). If an output
coupling system is chosen and does not include any of the existing couplers
specified by ANSI (e.g. earbuds), then the manufacturer must include
specifications of the coupling system used for measuring ALD output.
The pressure frequency response of the output coupling system
microphone, along with its amplifier and measurement recording device, should
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be able to deliver uniform output within ± 1 dB over the 200 to 8000 Hz
frequency range. The microphone system must be calibrated to ensure accurate
measurement recordings within ± 1 dB at any selected frequency between 200 and
5000 Hz.
An absorbent test space, such as a HA test box, should be used when the
acoustic test signal originating from the sound source is delivered to system
microphone, so reflected sound within the testing area does not interfere with the
measurement recordings. When the testing chambers are unable to accommodate
the system microphone arrangement, the lid of the HA test box may be left open
during testing, provided the testing space continues to comply with ambient noise
level requirements. If the receiver undergoing testing contains an active local
microphone, then the receiver should be re-positioned accordingly so that the
ambient noise level will not affect the measurement recording by more than 1 dB.
The measurement device/system used for recording sound pressure levels
should provide readings within ±1 dB of the true root mean square (rms). If the
TDH produced by the ALD output is below 10% at the signal level used, then
pure tone response measurements may be recorded using systems that employ
frequency filters. Response curve measurements using wide-band signals may
also utilize filter systems to obtain further response curve measures. If filters are
used in the measurement recording, then the characteristics of these settings must
be appropriately indicated as such. When measuring noise levels with no input,
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the measurement device/system for recording the coupler sound pressure level
should have an exponential averaging time constant of 0.5 seconds or more.
Standard Conditions
Ambient Conditions. Ambient conditions should be evaluated and
documented at the time of testing. The standard ambient conditions for measuring
ALD performance should meet ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014 specifications
summarized in Table 5 below (ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014).
Table 5.
Standard Ambient Conditions
Condition
Temperature

Specification
23 ± 5°C (73± 9°F)

Relative Humidity

0% to 80%

Atmospheric Pressure
Ambient Noise

760 (+35, -150) mm of Hg
Does not affect test results by more than 1 dB

Operating Conditions. Manufacturers should indicate the operating
conditions for ALDs undergoing testing. Such conditions should be utilized for all
necessary measurements unless otherwise stated in this standard. Manufacturers
should specify the type of power source, supply voltage, and in the case of a
removable power supply, the source impedance. The power source may include
actual batteries if suitable for system use, or a power supply that simulates the
voltage and internal impedance of the type of batteries typically used for this
system. The use of actual batteries is preferred when possible. When actual
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batteries are utilized, they should be partially discharged for at least five minutes
post-activation to avoid the high initial voltage typically experienced when using
fresh batteries. ALD components, control settings, and transmission methods used
for measurement recordings should also be indicated accordingly.
Equipment Setup
Regardless of the transmission method, the ALD microphone should be
properly positioned and oriented relative to the sound source, as specified by the
system manufacturer. For systems using lapel or boom microphones that fit inside
the absorbent space of the HA test box, the transmitter must be placed outside of
the test box area during measurement. Alternatively, in systems where the
microphone is unable to detach from the transmitter, the entire unit should be
placed within the test box space. When ALDs use more than one transmitting
microphone, measurements should be recorded with each microphone.
The receiver, output coupling system, and measuring microphone should
be positioned outside of the test box 0.5 m away from the system transmitter, or at
the minimum distance recommended by the manufacturer. The receiver should be
positioned on a non-vibratory, nonmetallic surface (such as a foam pad) within an
area free of unwanted electromagnetic energy and background noise. Local
microphones on the receiver that are continuously active must elicit a signal that
does not affect measurements by more than 1 dB. The output coupling systems to
the measuring microphones vary across the different types of transducers.
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As previously discussed, some systems may use the HA 2-cc coupler or
other standardized couplers, while other systems may use coupling methods that
are not described in ANSI/ASA 3.22, in which case, characteristics of the
coupling system must be provided by the manufacturer. For the devices/systems
using existing standardized couplers, different types of output transducers may be
utilized, which contain different test arrangements that are described as follows.
Earphone Transducers. Table 6 provides descriptions of the various
types of earphone transducers and their respective setups/arrangements required
for testing (ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014).
Table 6.
Test Arrangements for Various Types of Earphone Transducers
Type
Description
Setup
Button
Commonly used with body-worn
The button earphone is
Earphone HAs and typically requires an
attached to an HA 2-cc coupler
earmold coupling to the ear
as described in ANSI/ ASA
(appropriate coupling provides a
3.22 & ANSI/ASA S3.7 and
hermetic seal between earphone
positioned outside of test box
and the measurement device)
Insert
Earphone

Small earphone that may/may not
have a custom-made earpiece
directly coupled to the ear canal;
coupling may be open or closed

The insert earphone is attached
to an HA-1 coupler as
specified in ANSI/ASA 3.7
and placed outside of the test
box chamber

Earbud

Small earphone with an outer
diameter typically ½-inch or less;
typically coupled to the ear by
placing earphone into the concha

Earbud casing should not be
occluded during testing, as
occlusion can affect
measurement recordings

Behind-the-ear (BTE) Transducer Set and Internal Connection. In
systems using BTE transducers, the earhook of the BTE device is attached to a 218

cc coupler as specified in ANSI/ASA 3.22 and is placed outside of the test box.
Local microphones in the BTE set should be turned off, unless otherwise stated by
the system manufacturer.
BTE Transducer Set and Direct Connection. If ALDs are used in
conjunction with BTE HAs, performance measurements obtained with the BTE
transducer should comply with the following ANSI/ASA S3.22 specifications:
The BTE HA frequency response, for example, should range from 500 Hz to 3000
Hz, and the high-frequency average full-on gain provided by the HA should read
between 40 and 60 dB. Settings and characteristics of HAs, including the
frequency range, full-on gain, output limiting, telecoil strength, etc. should be in
accordance with ANSI/ASA S3.22 requirements. For these measurement
recordings, the HA should have no active noise reduction or low-level expansion
settings that may otherwise influence the validity of the response output measures.
It is important to note that the type of BTE HA selected for use with any ALD
will ultimately affect the resulting measurements.
If the system uses a magnetic method of transmission with a neckloop,
then the HA must be oriented at the same distance to the magnetic field, either on
a manikin with an ear simulator or on a person’s ear, as if it were intended for
actual system use. The 2-cc coupler is attached and placed in front of the ear,
while supported manually to maintain appropriate positioning during testing.
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The different couplings used for induction transmission include the:
analog neckloop coupling, digital neckloop coupling, and silhouette coupling. In
analog neckloop coupling, the electrical audio signal from the receiver is
transmitted through a wire worn around the listener’s neck to the HA(s) via
variations in the magnetic field generated by the wire loop that correspond to
voltage fluctuations in the sound signal. The signal is transmitted via radio
frequency or audio induction and is strongly influenced by relative positioning.
Furthermore, analog transmission is compatible across the different
manufacturers.
Digital neckloop coupling, on the other hand, is not compatible across
manufacturers and is not impacted by relative positioning and/or orientation. In
digital neckloop coupling, the audio signal is digitalized into a stream of zeros and
ones by an analog-to-digital converter. This digital stream is coded and modulated
onto an inductive carrier frequency, which is then fed into a neckloop that
generates a magnetic field via the wire worn around the listener’s neck.
In silhouette coupling, the receiver transmits an electrical signal which is
magnetically delivered to the HA via a coil/wire in a thin wafer that resembles the
shape of a BTE HA or earhook. This coupling is worn between the listener’s HA
and mastoid to enable induction transmission of the sound signal.
Settings of Controls
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The specifications for the basic settings of controls for the ALD transmitter,
receiver, and HA settings are as follows:
Transmitter Settings. On the ALD transmitter, controls should be set to
provide the maximum possible output over the widest possible frequency range.
For transmitters with compression, controls that vary the compression function
should be manipulated and set so that minimum compression is activated in the
output response. Transmitters with setting options for microphone directionality
should be tested under the omnidirectional setting. Settings used for measurement
should be specified by the system manufacturer.
Receiver Settings. For OSPL 90 measurements (i.e. output sound pressure
levels for a 90 dBSPL input), all systems with gain controls should be set to full-on
gain. For the remaining tests, when the receiver is with a HA (such as when
earbuds are used as the output transducer), the receiver gain control should be set
to the reference test setting per ANSI/ASA S3.22. However, when the receiver is
used a HA, the gain control on the receiver should be set to full-on gain, and the
gain control on the HA should be set to the reference test setting (RTS). Like the
transmitter, controls on the ALD receiver should be set to elicit the maximum
possible output over the widest possible frequency range. If possible, control
settings of the receiver should also be adjusted so that the signal from the
transmitter microphone output is maximal, while the signal from the receiver local
microphone is kept minimal.
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HA Settings. Settings and characteristics of HAs should comply with
ANSI/ASA S3.22 requirements. The user gain control should be set to the
reference test setting and other control settings should be set to enable the widest
frequency response. Adaptive features of the HA should be disabled. In other
words, the HA should have no active noise reduction or low-level expansion
settings that may otherwise influence the validity of response output measures
elicited with steady-state, pure-tone signals. All hearing aid settings utilized
during measurement recordings should follow manufacturer specifications. It is
recommended that published measurement response curves be plotted to depict
output as a function of frequency, using a linear decibel ordinate scale over a
logarithmic frequency scale for the abscissa. The length of one decade on the
abscissa scale should equal the length of 50 ± 2 dB on the ordinate scale.
Recommended Measurements
ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014 provides measurement procedures and
specifications recommended for the output performance of ALDs under readily
available and reproducible conditions. When neither the manikin nor ear
simulator is used during test conduction, the results do not reflect the effects of
ear canal resonance and/or diffraction of the head and torso. Therefore, the results
should not be used nor expected to replicate ALD performance under conditions
of such use. Measurements, however, should be obtained using each microphone
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for ALDs containing more than one microphone transmitter. Recordings of such
measurements should be performed using the following procedures below.
1.

Family of output curves


Set all gain controls to full-on gain.



Adjust the input signal in 10-dB steps to cover the range of 60 to 90 dB SPL.
RMS to develop a family of output curves.



Measure responses using a broadband noise signal input over at least a 200
to 5000 Hz bandwidth.



Specify the measurement bandwidth of the test equipment utilized.



For ALDs with automatic gain control (AGC), measurement recordings
should temporarily cease after the application of a test signal until the
ALD output amplitude has adequately stabilized.

2.

Output sound pressure level for 90-dB SPL input [OSPL90]


Set gain controls to full-on.



Measure the output SPL response produced in the coupler for a 90 dB SPL
input signal, using pure tone stimuli.

3. High-frequency average output for 90-dBSPL input [HFA-OSPL90]


Average output SPLs at 100, 1600, and 2500 Hz from the output SPL
response curve obtained using a 90 dB SPL input signal.

4. Output sound pressure level for 60-dB SPL input [OSPL60]


Set gain control to the reference test setting (RTS)
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Note: The RTS is the gain control setting of the final system component
being tested for a 60-dBSPL input; remaining gain controls are set to full-on
to produce an output within ±1.5 dB of the HFA-OSPL90 minus 17 dB).


Measure the output SPL response curve for a 60-dB SPL input signal, using
pure tone stimuli.

5. High-frequency average output for 60-dBSPL input [HFA-OSPL60]


Average the output SPLs at 100, 1600, and 2500 Hz from the output SPL
response curved obtained using a 60-dBSPL input signal.



The Special Purpose Average (SPA) may also be used. To calculate the
SPA, average the output at three 1/3 octave-band frequencies, separated by
2/3 octave, as specified by the manufacturer.

Table 7.
Summary of Output Response SPL Measurements
Measurement
Description
 Set all gain controls to full-on gain
Family of
 Adjust input signal in 10-dB steps to cover range of 60 to
Output Curves
90 dBSPL rms to develop a family of output curves
 Measure responses using a broadband noise signal input
over at least a 200 to 5000 Hz bandwidth.
 Specify the measurement bandwidth of the test
equipment utilized.
 For ALDs with AGC, measurement recordings should be
postponed following the application of a test signal until
the ALD output amplitude has stabilized
OSPL90a

Set gain controls to full-on and measure the output SPL
response levels produced in the coupler for a 90-dB SPL
input, using pure tone stimuli.
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HFA-OSPL90b

OSPL60c

Average output SPLs at 100, 1600, and 2500 Hz from the
output SPL response curve obtained using a 90-dB SPL input
signal.
Set gain control to RTS and measure the output SPL
response levels produced in the coupler for a 60-dB SPL
input, using pure tone stimuli.

Average output SPLs at 100, 1600, and 2500 Hz from the
output SPL response curve obtained using a 60-dB SPL input
signal.
Note: aOSPL90 = Output sound pressure level for 90-dBSPL input, bHFA-OSPL90
= High-frequency average output for 90-dB SPL input, cOSPL60 = Output sound
pressure level for 60-dBSPL input, dHFA-OSPL60 = High-frequency average
output for 60-dBSPL input. ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014.
HFA-OSPL60d

6. Frequency range
To determine the frequency range using the frequency response curve, the
following steps may be used:


Based on the response curved obtained with a 60-dB SPL input signal,
determine the average of the output SPLs at 1000, 16000, and 2500 Hz.



Subtract 20 dB from this average.



Draw a horizontal line parallel to the frequency axis (i.e. the abscissa or xaxis) at the level of the difference calculated in the previous step:
[(Average of output SPLs at 1000,1600, and 2500 Hz) – 20 dB]



Note the lowest frequency level, f1, at which the response curve (obtained
with a 60-dBSPL input signal) intersects the horizontal line.



Note the highest frequency level, f2, at which the response curve (obtained
with a 60-dBSPL input signal) intersects the horizontal line.
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The frequency range is between f1 and f2, or [f1, f2].

7. Total Harmonic Distortion [TDH]


Measure and record the TDH at 500, 800, and 1600 Hz using 60-dB and
80-dBSPL input.



The percentage of TDH (%THD) may be calculated using either of the
following formulas below:
% THD = 100

([ 𝑝 ² + 𝑝 ²+ 𝑝 ² + ⋯ ]/ 𝑝 ² ) OR

% THD = 100 ([ 𝑝 ² + 𝑝 ²+ 𝑝 ² + ⋯ ]/ [𝑝 ² + 𝑝 ² + 𝑝 ² + 𝑝 ² + ⋯ ])
where p1 = sound pressure of the fundamental frequency in the earphone
coupler, and p2, p3, p4, etc. = sounds pressure of the second, third, fourth,
etc. harmonics in the earphone coupler, respectively. The first formula is
typically used when measurements are conducted using the fundamental
frequency and individual harmonics. The second formula has been used in
previous HA standards and is often preferred when using test equipment
that filters out the fundamental frequency and generates the rms value of
the remaining harmonics. Both formulas will generate almost identical
results up to 20% THD and will differ by less than 1.3% at 30% THD. The
first formula should be used when %THD values are greater than 30%.
It is important to note that the p’s, in the formulas above, stand for
sound pressure, not sound pressure levels. Sound pressure level, however,
can be derived using the following formula:
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SPL = 20 log

(𝑝/𝑝 )

where 𝑝 = the reference sound pressure level of 20 micropascals (Pa).
Distortion tests may be omitted in the event that the specified frequency
response curve rises 12 dB or more between any distortion test frequency
and its second harmonic.
8. Noise level with no input


Measure the output SPL in the coupler when the ALD gain control is set to
the RTS when there is no input to the microphone transmitter.



It should be noted that the circuitry noise from the receiver may be lower
than in typical use settings when the transmission is disabled when there is
no input to the microphone.

9. HADS equivalent input noise [HADS-EIN]
Note: The HADS-EIN is considered analogous to the equivalent input noise
(EIN) of hearing aids


Set the ALD gain control to the RTS



Calculate the HADS-EIN using the following formula:
HADS-EIN = noise level with no input – [(HFA – OSPL60) – 60 dB SPL]

10. ALDs with Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
Test frequencies and reporting


Test evaluations of ALDs with AGC may be performed at one or more of
the following test frequencies to be specified by the manufacturer: 250,
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500, 1000, 2000, 4000 Hz. The same test frequencies should be used for
all AGC tests. Data recorded at other frequencies may be reported,
however, such data only serve to provide additional information.


The controls for testing ALDs with AGC should be specified by the
manufacturer under distinct settings, using specific parameters.



Measure the sound pressure level in 5-dB steps using a pure-tone input
signal of 50 to 90-dBSPL.



Plot the output SPLs along the ordinate against the corresponding input
sound pressure level along the abscissa on a grid using a linear decibel
scales with divisions of equal size for both the ordinate and abscissa.
Linear interpolation may be applied between data points, or curve fitting
may be employed to depict a continuous function.

Dynamic AGC characteristics


Determine the attack and release times from the oscilloscope pattern
display (or other appropriate means) at each selected AGC test frequency,
using pure tone input signal that quickly alternating between 55 and 90
dBSPL. Each level should be presented for a duration at least five times
longer than the maximum attack or release time, so as not to influence the
attack and release time measurement recordings.
The attack time of a signal refers to the amount of time required to
increase the tone’s amplitude/intensity from 10% to 90% of its steady28

state value. In other words, it is the time interval between the abrupt
increase from 55 to 90 dBSPL in which the output signal has stabilized
within 3 dB from its steady-state value for the 90-dB SPL input. The release
time refers to the time required to decrease the tone’s amplitude/intensity
from 90% to 10% of its steady-state value, or the time between the abrupt
decrease in the input SPL from 90 to 55 dB SPL in which the output signal
has stabilized within 4 dB of the steady-state value for the 55-dB SPL input.
11. Gain control linearity


Measure the output SPL for at least four equal steps from minimum to
maximum gain control, using a 1000 Hz input signal at 50 dB SPL.



If the device/system contains more than one means of providing gain
control, then measurements should be recorded using each gain control
method, while remaining controls remain in the RTS.

12. Current drain
For ALDs with a battery simulator, current drain can be assessed.


Set the gain control to the RTS.



Measure the battery current using a 1000-Hz pure-tone input signal at
65dBSPL per ANSI/ASA S3.22 (ANSI/ASA S3.47-2014).

Types of ALDs
Having reviewed the performance requirements and procedures specified by the
ANSI standard on ALDs containing remote microphone arrangements, we can
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now dive into learning more about the different types of ALDs, tailored to address
specific needs in various listening environments.
FM Systems
What are FM Systems?
An FM system is an ALD that makes it easier for people to hear desired
speech signals in noisy listening environments, such as in museums, schools,
theaters, etc. FM systems utilize radio broadcast technology to wirelessly transmit
amplified sound signals directly from the speaker’s mouth to the listener’s ears
with reduced background noise.
FM systems are like miniature radio stations that utilize specific
frequencies for sound signal transmission. In an FM system, the microphone picks
up the desired sound signal (i.e., the speaker’s voice) and wirelessly transmits the
speech signal directly to the receiver via FM radio waves (see Figure 2). The
receiver unit is required by all listeners utilizing FM technology, as it is
responsible for detecting the FM waves carrying the acoustical message and
delivering this message to the listener’s ears at a voltage proportional to the
original sound signal. Therefore, FM signal transmission allows for the
proportional amplification of the speaker’s voice to be delivered directly to the
listener’s ears at an audible level (above the background noise), regardless of
where or how far the listener is sitting from the sound source. Without use of an
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FM system, the speaker’s voice will become less audible with increasing distance.

Figure 2. Transmission of sound in an FM system.
FM System Components
An FM system contains two main components: (1) the transmitter
microphone, and (2) the system receiver. Many different types of FM microphone
and receiver options are available.
1. Transmitter microphone
Transmitter microphones are microphone units typically worn by the speaker.
The microphone picks up the acoustic energy of the speaker’s voice and
encodes his/her speech input into FM radio waves to allow for wireless signal
transmission of the input sound signal. FM transmitters can range in size,
number of microphones, and microphone directionality. FM microphone
transmitters may differ by location (i.e. lapel, head boom or cheek boom,
lavalier, and conference/table-top) and by directionality coverage (i.e.
omnidirectional, directional fixed, directional user select). The types of
microphones most often used are described as follows:


Lapel microphone – The lapel microphone is the most common type of
FM microphone that is either clipped to the speaker’s shirt or hung like a
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lanyard around the speaker’s neck. The microphone should be situated
approximately 6 inches from the speaker’s mouth for optimal strength of
the speech signal.


Boom microphone – The boom microphone hangs off the speaker’s ear, so
the microphone is situated approximately 3 inches from the speaker’s face.
Boom microphones are of similar style to microphones often worn by pop
singers and customer service representatives.



Table-top microphone – Table-top microphones are placed on the table to
pick up all the voices of multiple speakers at a meeting table. They are
meant to be used in conference rooms for meetings or in quiet restaurants.



Omnidirectional microphones allow for 360-degree audio coverage and
are equally sensitive to sound arriving from all angels/directions. These
microphones are placed on the table and are useful during meetings with
multiple speakers and other group conversational settings.



Directional microphones pick up sounds directly in front of the listener
and have no sensitivity to sounds coming from behind.

2. Receiver
The other main component of the FM system is the receiver. The receiver
component, often worn by the listener, is required for sound transmission, as it
picks up the FM radio speech signal sent by the microphone transmitter.
Receivers can be used with a pair of headphones, a neckloop, or a
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silhouette/earhook. Neck loop and silhouette/earhook options utilize telecoil
functionality within HA technology for sound transmission. Different types of
receiver options are as follows:


Ear level receivers (“Boots”) – The receiver attaches directly to the
inferior portion of BTE HAs or cochlear implants via the audio shoe, or
boot. Children with hearing loss often use these receivers at school.



Neckloop receiver – The neckloop receiver is an induction loop that is
worn as a necklace around the listener’s neck and transmits the speech
signal to the listener’s HAs via electromagnetic energy. This type of
receiver can only be used if the listener’s HAs have telecoil functionality.



Desktop speakers – Desktop speakers are placed on the table or desk.



Sound field speakers – Sound field speakers can be placed in different
areas in a classroom to enhance optimal listening and learning benefits for
all students with and without hearing loss.



Body-worn receivers – Body-worn receivers are bulky, portable receivers
that can be held in a pocket or clipped to a waistband. These receivers are
paired with traditional headphones and are used to help individuals that
present hearing difficulty, but do not utilize HA technology.

How do FM systems work?
In radio-frequency transmission, the electroacoustic signal is not
converted into another form of energy like in other ALD systems (such as hearing
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loops). Instead, characteristics of the electromagnetic wave are adjusted or
modulated to incorporate/transmit the acoustic sound signal. This electromagnetic
wave is called the carrier. In the absence of an acoustic sound signal, the carrier is
sinusoidal in nature. When the audio signal alters some aspect of the carrier’s
waveform, it is then able to transmit and deliver the acoustical message
accordingly. In common use of HA technology coupled with FM, the carrier
frequency is typically altered. Therefore, we refer to this radio-frequency
transmission system as frequency modulation, or FM.

Figure 3. Frequency modulation of the carrier wave.
The role of the receiver is to detect the carrier and then generate an output
voltage that is proportional to the source signal. The receiver must extract the
modulated waveform to deliver the auditory signal; this extraction process is
called demodulation. An alternative form of modulation, apart from frequency
modulation, is amplitude modulation. Amplitude modulation occurs when the
audio signal modulates the carrier amplitude, rather than the frequency.
Modulation of either frequency and/or amplitude is advantageous in sound signal
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transmission because the strength of acoustic output signal from the receiver does
not rely on the strength of the carrier. Therefore, the distance between the
transmitter and receiver generally contains little to no influence on the strength of
acoustic output. As the strength of the carrier wave weakens, however, the
amount of noise present in the audio signal will increase. When the carrier wave
becomes exceptionally weak, sound signal transmission/reception will cease
entirely.
The receiver is sensitive/tuned to a particular carrier frequency. When the
receiver frequency matches the carrier frequency generated by the FM transmitter,
only then will the receiver detect and demodulate the delivered audio signal. To
minimize potential confusion in the receiver, different carrier frequencies are
often designated for specific transmitter types. For example, various countries
specify the following frequency bands available for HA technologies: 37, 43, 7276, 173, 183, and 216 MHz. A wide range of transmission frequencies are
allowed within each frequency band. The narrow region around each band is
referred to as the transmission channel.
When a receiver detects two different audio signal inputs with the same
carrier frequency, or if it detects two carrier frequencies that are only slightly
different, the receiver demodulator will lock on to the stronger carrier, even if the
two signals are simultaneously presented. As a result, the receiver demodulates
only the stronger of the two signals. This phenomenon is known as the FM
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capture effect because the receiver is captured by the stronger signal. If two
transmitters simultaneously generate identical outputs, the stronger signal that is
picked up by the receiver will be the one generated by the closer of the two
transmitters. The intensity of the transmitter output is inversely proportional to the
squared distance from the transmitter to the receiver. In other words, with the
doubling of distance between the transmitter and receiver units, sound energy will
be expected to decrease by a factor of 4. This is termed the inverse square law,
like that seen for the acoustic sound waves.
It is important to note that the inverse square law may be influenced and
thus, nonapplicable, in cases where large (metal) conductors are present or close
in proximity. For example, metal objects may unintentionally pick up signals
from distant transmitters to be received with a stronger signal intensity than
intended. These conductors may also cause reflections of the electromagnetic
wave. Such reflections can lead to cancellations of the acoustic signal coming
from the transmitter, resulting in very low signal strength at certain areas within
the room. A receiver placed within these weaker areas will be unable to
adequately detect or demodulate the carrier, thus resulting in a dropout. In the
occurrence of a dropout, the listener will perceive only noise. Receivers of more
sophisticated technology will detect dropout occurrences and mute or squelch the
output signal of the HA accordingly. The listener will, therefore, perceive silence,
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instead of noise, in cases when the receiver is unable to adequately detect the
carrier wave.
Radio frequency waves, or FM waves, are attenuated by large conductors,
(such as sheet metal walls). The presence of such conductors will prevent/inhibit
the success of sound signal transmission via FM, and therefore, should be
removed and/or avoided accordingly during FM system use. Note: Radio
frequency waves are also attenuated by the human body, but to a much lesser
extent (Dillon, 2001).
Advantages of FM Systems
FM systems have many advantages. An FM system improves speech
clarity and reduces listener fatigue by improving the SNR, thereby amplifying the
desired sound signal to a maintained, audible level with decreased background
noise. It is a highly flexible wireless system, as it can be utilized indoors and
outdoors with a wide range of compatible microphone and receiver options. FM
systems deliver high quality sound from the microphone transmitter to compatible
receiver(s) from any given distance within a room. The FM receiver output may
also be coupled to the individual’s HA technology, thus providing more adequate
amplification for appropriately meeting his/her hearing needs. FM sound
transmission is neither distorted nor affected by electromagnetic interference,
allowing for cleaner sound quality of the amplified sound signal as it is directly
delivered to the listener’s ears. Radio frequency waves, or FM waves, are also
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able to pass through nonconductive obstacles, such as brick walls. Therefore,
unlike other types of ALD systems, FM receivers do not need to be in line with
the transmitter in order to receive the amplified sound signal. An individual may
move around a room at will and still be able to hear the speaker clearly at a
steady, comfortable listening level. FM systems can also be used in adjacent
rooms, so long as the systems are operating on different frequencies. Another
advantage of an FM system includes its easier, less costly installation process, as
compared with installation procedures of other ALD options.
Disadvantages of FM Systems
FM systems, although versatile, should not be used in confidential
listening environments, as sound signals may spillover into adjacent areas.
Receivers within these areas are then capable of picking up FM signals so long as
they are tuned-in to the appropriate frequency. Therefore, FM systems are unable
to guarantee confidentiality due to their potential for acoustical spillover, creating
risk of unwanted listeners tuning into one’s private information.
Another disadvantage of an FM system is the demand/maintenance of
multiple receiver units because every individual, including those with HAs and/or
cochlear implants, requires a receiver for system use. For individuals without
hearing technology, headphones must be provided/used along with the receiver,
thus, creating the disadvantage of the greater facility need/upkeep of headphone
equipment as well.
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Furthermore, FM receivers rarely, if ever, contain adjustable tone or
compression controls. It is, therefore, impossible to adjust the amplification
characteristics accordingly to suit the hearing needs of the individual user. Such
needs can only be met when the FM receiver is coupled to the individual user’s
personal hearing technology.
FM systems are also inadequate in transient communicative settings, such
as at a ticket window, airport, service counter, drive thru, etc. FM systems are illsuited for such settings due to the limited availability and accessibility of the
necessary receiver units, required for system use. Note: When telecoil technology
is used for FM transmission, the HA telecoil must be appropriately programmed
and verified to ensure proper functionality and optimal listening benefit, enabling
users with hearing loss access to audible sound signals per their prescription level.
When are FM Systems used?
FM systems are ideal and commonly used in the classroom setting.
Research findings suggest all children, both with and without hearing loss,
demonstrate significant listening performance benefits from the improved signalto-noise ratio provided by the FM. FM systems are often used in the classroom, so
students with hearing technology can hear better during class instruction. Hearing
technologies that are FM-compatible include traditional HAs, bone-anchored HAs
(BAHA), and cochlear implants. In most cases, the teacher wears a small lapel
microphone/transmitter and the student wears an FM receiver as a little boot
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attached directly to the inferior portion of his/her HA or cochlear implant. The
microphone, worn by the teacher, picks up the teacher’s voice and wirelessly
transmits the speech signal directly into the child’s ear through his/her hearing
technology.
FM systems are versatile in nature and can be used in many different types
of listening environments. For example, other than in the classroom, FM systems
are also commonly used on walking tours to enhance one’s listening experience.
Verification of Ear-Level FM Systems
FM fittings should always be verified to ensure that the goals of audibility
and intelligibility are being met. Verification is also necessary to determine
whether the device is functioning properly, with respect to its pre-determined
target levels.
For ear-level FM systems, the HA microphone serves as the local
microphone of the system. The frequency and gain/output response of the FM
system are determined based on the HA programming settings. Therefore, such
verification measurements are performed with the assumption that the HAs were
properly programmed accordingly to the individual’s hearing needs. Audiologists
are responsible for ensuring that this assumption is in fact valid prior to FM
system verification.
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Ear-Level FM Verification Priorities. Previous FM guidelines discuss
important verification priorities that are still essential to the verification practices
often used today. FM verification priorities include the following points:


The FM system should increase the sound signal intensity level by at least
10 dB relative to the output provided by HA alone.



Testing should be completed with the HA adjusted to the same modality
setting intended for FM system use. Therefore, if the system intends to
have simultaneous input from both the FM microphone and HA
microphone (FM+ HA), then FM verification should be conducted in the
FM + HA setting as well.



Electroacoustic performance measures should be assessed using the same
speech signal input for both the FM system and HA microphone. In
current practice, use of a calibrated real speech signal is preferred over
speech-weighted noise inputs.



Measures obtained via the HA microphone can be used to estimate true
levels of maximum power output. FM microphone responses cannot be
used to estimate maximum output levels because of the reflected input
AGC effects on the FM system response.



Behavioral verification can be completed by obtaining measures of speech
perception via use of the FM. Priority measures of higher interpretive
value are obtained via speech in noise testing using the FM + HA setting.
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AAA’s Supplement A (2011) guidelines include electroacoustic, behavioral, and
real-ear protocols for verifying ear-level FM systems.
Electroacoustic Verification of Ear-Level FM
The HA microphone, as previously discussed, can serve as the local
microphone in an ear-level FM system. In most cases, the local microphone on
the HA will remain active during system use, creating potential of it reintroducing
the noise and reverberation that the personal wireless system was intended to
minimize. The challenge then becomes one of adjusting the system accordingly to
provide optimal speech-to-noise benefit.
The purpose of electroacoustic verification it to verify transparency, or the
condition in which equal inputs to the wireless FM and local microphones allow
for equal outputs from the HAs.
“Operational definition: Transparency in an ear-level FM system is
attained when inputs of 65 dB SPL to the wireless FM and hearing aid
microphones equal outputs from the hearing aid.” (AAA, Supplement
A, 2011, p. 55).
Practical considerations should be acknowledged prior to initiating
procedural applications of the Transparency criterion. For example, high intensity
level inputs capable of driving the HA into saturation or compression limiting can
meet the condition of equal output for equal input under special conditions that
require a wide range of inappropriate adjustments. There should be no active
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expansion, wide-dynamic-range compression, and/or compression limiting in the
wireless transmitter programming. If such settings remain active in the HA
programming, the required criterion of equal output for equal input will be
impossible to sustain over a range of input intensity levels.
Electroacoustic Verification Steps of Ear-Level FM:
I. Verify the HA system.
Prior to performing electroacoustic verification of the FM system,
electroacoustic performance of the HAs should be verified using test box and
on-ear measurements.


Test box verification of HAs should be performed using a calibrated
speech input signal. When calibrated speech input is not available, turn
OFF the automatic feedback control and/or noise reduction functionality.

Otherwise, the output signal will not appropriately reflect the true HA
response.


On-ear HA verification is performed to ensure optimal audibility and
appropriate maximum output using real-ear measurements or the 2-cc
coupler with individually measured Real-Ear-to-Coupler Differences
(RECDs) [See Figure 4].
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Figure 4. On-ear HA verification. Speechmaps display real-ear measurements of
HA output in the listener’s ear canal. Original Source Photograph.
1. Evaluate HA response WITHOUT the FM receiver attached [EHA65SPL].


Place the programmed HAs inside the test box.



Input the previously measured RECD values, if present, to personalize the
Speechmap configuration.



Record HA response without the use/involvement of any FM system
technologies using a 65 dBSPL input.

2. Evaluate HA + FM response with FM receiver attached and the FM
microphone on, but muted [EHA/FM65SPL].


Attach FM Receiver to each HA INSIDE the test box.



Set FM Receiver to the manufacturer DEFAULT setting.
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Turn FM Microphone ON and set to MUTE.



Position Microphone Transmitter OUTSIDE of the test box.
Note: Although the electrical connection of the HA with the FM receiver
is in place, the FM signal is not yet reaching the HA.



Record HA + FM response using a 65 dBSPL speech input.



Compare EHA65SPL to EHA/FM65SPL for any changes in HA response
with vs. without FM receiver attached. Compare any differences in
impedance or programming. Findings should look identical.

3. Evaluate FM + HA response with the FM microphone ON and INSIDE the
test box and the HA/coupler OUTSIDE the test box [EFM/HA65 SPL].


Move 2-cc coupler/HA assembly OUTSIDE of the test box.



UNMUTE FM Microphone



Place FM Microphone Transmitter INSIDE of the test box in the omnidirectional test position.



Record FM + HA response using a 65 dBSPL input.

4. Subtract EHA/FM65SPL from EFM/HA65SPL [EFM/HA65SPL– EHA/FM65SPL]
at 750, 1000, 2000 Hz. Calculate the 3-frequency average of the differences
for each ear.


If difference is ≤ ±2 dB, keep current FM setting.



If difference > ±2 dB, change FM system settings as needed and reevaluate EFM/HA65SPL to ensure transparency. For example, if the FM
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average is 3 dB lower than the HA average, increase the FM setting by 3
dB and recalculate the average differences accordingly.
5. Perform a listening check with simultaneous inputs from the HA and FM to
evaluate the overall sound quality and the relationship between the FM and
the HA microphone.
6.

Perform validation procedures of the FM fitting to further assess
appropriateness of fitting and adjust the system/programming accordingly
[See Table 8] (AAA, Supplement A, 2011; Audioscan 2015).

Table 8.
FM Adjustments based on Validation Results
If Validation Results Indicate…
FM Adjustment
Difficulty hearing self
Decrease FM level
Difficulty hearing others

Decrease FM level

Distortion of the speaker’s voice or
annoying increase in background noise
when talking ceases

Decrease FM level

Difficulty hearing speaker wearing the FM
microphone

Decrease FM level

Behavioral Verification of Ear-Level FM
Behavioral verification is performed using a variety of speech measures to
ensure appropriate functioning of the FM, as expected on the student or
individual. Although behavioral verification practices are often performed in a
clinical setting, such assessments should be conducted in a noisy environment,
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under similar conditions representing the typical listening environments
frequented by the individual user.
Speech performance should be measured in both noisy and quiet listening
conditions. Measures should be recorded in the aided-only condition, with use of
the hearing alone, and in the HA + FM condition, with use of both the hearing aid
and active FM. Functional gain measures can then be used to assess and monitor
proper system functionality as well as listening benefit. Note: Behavioral
verification is required/used when FM system technology is coupled to cochlear
implants, as electroacoustic verification is not possible for this device/system
pairings. In these cases, speech perception measures in noise should be used to
behaviorally verify FM system advantage.
Behavioral verification testing in noise should be performed with a 0-dB
SNR. Speech should be presented via the speaker at 0 degrees azimuth using an
intensity level of 50 dBHL (65 dBSPL) to represent normal conversational level
speech, or the typical level of the teacher’s voice in a classroom setting. Note: To
convert SPL to HL, subtract 15 dB.
There are two acceptable test configurations for behavioral verification of
ear-level FM. In Behavioral Test Configuration I, both the speech and noise
signals are presented at 0 degrees azimuth, and the FM microphone transmitter
should be worn on the tester at standard distance i.e., 6 inches from the mouth for
lapel microphones or 1-3 inches from the mouth for boom or cheek microphones.
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In an alternate test configuration, Behavioral Test Configuration II, the noise
signal is presented via the speaker at 90 degrees or at 180 degrees azimuth, while
the speech signal remains at 0 degrees azimuth. In these cases, the calibrated test
position of the FM microphone should be placed 3-6 inches in front of the speaker
presenting the speech signal.
Behavioral Verification Steps of Ear-Level FM:
Note: For individuals with cochlear implants, substitute CI for HA in the
following steps below.
I. Testing in Noise
1. Evaluate performance of HA alone at 0 dB SNR
[BHA50/50HL or BHA65/65SPL].


Turn FM Microphone OFF or set to MUTE.



Attach FM receiver(s) on HA only or FM + M with muted microphone.



Position student at 0 degrees azimuth respective to the speaker presenting
the speech signal.



Simultaneously present the speech and noise signals at 50 dB HL (65 dBSPL)
to allow for a 0-dB SNR.

2. Evaluate performance of FM + HA at 0 dB SNR
[BFMHA50/50HL or BFMHA65/65SPL]


Turn FM Microphone ON or UNMUTE.
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Maintain position of student at 0 degrees azimuth to the speaker
presenting the speech signal.



Evaluate speech recognition with FM microphone activated or ON.

Measures of speech recognition in noise with use of the FM should be
significantly better than performance with use of the HA alone. Performance
measurements of speech recognition in noise obtained with the FM should
correlate with the speech recognition performance measurements obtained in ideal
listening conditions.
II. Testing in Ideal Listening Conditions
1. Evaluate performance of HA alone in quiet [BHA50 HL].


Turn FM Microphone OFF or on MUTE.



Attach FM receiver(s) on HA only or FM + M with muted microphone



Position student at 0 degrees azimuth to speaker presenting speech signal.



Present speech signal at 50 dBHL (~65 dBSPL).

2. Evaluate performance of FM + HA in quiet [BFMHA50 HL]


Turn FM Microphone ON or UNMUTE.



Maintain position of student at 0 degrees azimuth to the speaker
presenting the speech signal.



Evaluate speech recognition performance with FM microphone activated
or ON.
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Like behavioral verification testing in noise, Behavioral Test Configuration I
(minus the noise signal) and/or Behavioral Test Configuration II (minus the noise
signal) may be used for testing in ideal listening conditions as well. Speech
recognition performance in ideal listening conditions obtained with the FM should
reflect performance measurements obtained with the HA alone. (AAA,
Supplement A, 2011).
Real-Ear Verification of Ear-Level FM
Real-ear verification measures are advised for ear-level FM-only devices
used on children with normal-hearing sensitivity to confirm consistent and
appropriate audibility of the FM signal. In such cases, traditional electroacoustic
measures using the 2-cc coupler are not recommended, as they do not account for
acoustical characteristics of an open-canal configuration. Such measurements
should be obtained on the real ear using a speech-weighted input under settings
intended for typical FM use. Maximum power output (MPO) of the ear-level FM
should assessed in the real ear as well, especially when most users are presumed
to have normal or near normal hearing. A great number of real-ear verification
systems and technologies are available for the evaluation of ear-level FM. Test
procedures may differ depending on the type real-ear test system being used. For
example, some systems require that the FM microphone be placed inside the
sound chamber field for real-ear measures of FM, while others require the FM
microphone be placed in the calibrated position in the sound field.
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I. Real-Ear Verification with FM Microphone placed in Test Box
1. Select FM as the instrument.
2. Measure real-ear saturation responses (RESR) at maximum volume setting.
Use a constant-level swept pure-tone input at the highest SPL output available
from the test system (85 or 90 dBSPL). Adjust receiver settings accordingly to
meet target levels based on audiometric thresholds.
3. Complete real-ear measures at use gain settings. Start at ½ volume, using a
calibrated real speech signal (preferred) or speech-weighted signal. Adjust
gain accordingly so that peak outputs meet target levels from 1000-4000 Hz.
FM input levels are selected based on the type of FM microphone being used
(80-85SPL dB for a chest-level microphone, 90-95 dB SPL for a boom
microphone).
4. Repeat RESR measures at use settings to confirm target levels are being met.
II. Real Ear Verification with FM Microphone Placed at the Calibrated Position in
Sound Field
1. Position child in front of sound field speaker and calibrate the sound field.
2. Measure the ear-canal resonance with a 75 dB SPL speech-weighted input
[REAC75SPL].
3. Deactivate the reference microphone of the real-ear system. Move the child
away from the microphone transmitter and place the FM microphone in the
calibrated position.
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4. Measure RESR at the maximum volume setting [RFFM90 SPL]. Use a
constant-level swept pure-tone input at the highest SPL output available from
the test system (85 or 90 dBSPL). Adjust settings accordingly to meet target
levels.
5. Complete a real-ear measure at typical use settings [RFM85 SPL]. Start at ½
volume. Use an 85 dBSPL speech weighted input. Adjust the gain accordingly
so that the peak outputs match the ear-canal resonance in the 1000-4000 Hz
range.
6. Repeat RESR measures at use settings to confirm unity gain/transparency
(AAA, Supplement A, 2011, Audioscan, 2015).
Classroom Audio Distribution Systems (ADS)
What are Classroom ADSs?
According to ASA/ANSI s12.60.2010, American National Standard Acoustical
Performance Criteria, Design Requirements, and Guidelines for Schools, Part 1
Permanent Classrooms, a classroom audio distribution system (ADS) is defined as
“…a system whose primary design goal is to electroacoustically distribute the
audio portion of spoken communications and curricular content throughout
the learning space or targeted listening area. This content may include, but is
not limited to, live voice sources from teachers and peers, as well as
prerecorded and/or streaming media content from various sources, or both.
The systems are not typically designed for public address purposes (such as
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building-wide announcements) or for the delivery of alert or warning signals,
though they may include these capabilities. Classroom audio distribution
systems may also include provisions to assist persons with low-amplitude
voice levels or those with certain hearing conditions” (AAA, Supplement B,
2011, p. 4-5).
Like other ALDs, classroom ADSs serve to improve audibility and provide a
consistent SNR throughout the classroom to overcome the negative effects
resulting from loud noise sources. The performance of classroom ADS is heavily
reliant upon the acoustical characteristics of the classroom area or learning space.
For example, the background noise levels and the reverberation times at given
frequencies present in a classroom may negatively impact the system goals of
signal audibility, intelligibility, and even distribution. Therefore, such
measurements should comply with those recommended by ANSI/ASA S12.602009/2010. The ANSI/ASA S12.2-2008 Criteria for Evaluating Room Noise
should also serve as an appropriate reference for the evaluation of classroom
acoustics.
Personal FM System Compatibility
Both classroom ADSs and personal FM systems provide listening benefit in
the classroom and can sometimes be used simultaneously. For example, parallel
processing can occur when the teacher wears a microphone transmitter for each
system at the same time. In this method, the personal FM receiver(s) worn by the
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student(s) and the classroom ADS receive and process the signal independently.
Parallel processing is the preferred method of signal transmission, as the
electroacoustic characteristics of the FM signal are preserved through the personal
FM receiver(s) and to the classroom ADS. An alternative option for parallel
processing also incorporates use of a single microphone transmitter. However, in
this case, the FM signal is sent from one microphone transmitter to both the
personal FM receiver and classroom ADS, where the signal is independently
received and processed.
In a sequential method of transmission, the teacher may wear only one
microphone transmitter. In this method, it is recommended that the FM
microphone transmitter, worn by the teacher, transmits the FM signal to the
classroom ADS via a dedicated FM receiver unit connected to the ADS amplifier
input. Although the sequential method enables optimal signal transmission for the
student with a personal FM receiver, it also creates potential risk for
electroacoustic variations in the classroom ADS signal. Thus, to avoid such risk,
parallel processing is the more desirable method for signal transmission.
Selection Considerations
Transmitter Options. Classroom ADSs may utilize FM radio, IR light,
and/or other signal transmission options for system use. Transmitters are typically
pendant-style units that do not require the use of an additional microphone and/or
interface cables. However, lapel microphones coupled to separate transmitter
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units are commonly used as well. Head or boom microphones coupled with the
transmitters are options used to optimize sound signal clarity. Transmitters may
include a direct input port enabling the transmitter to receive and transmit input
from other media sources. Some transmitters may also include audio output level
manipulations, whereby the output level from the transmitter may be controlled
automatically by the system circuitry or manually by the system user.
Receiver Options. Classroom ADSs typically use a “base-type”
receiver/amplifier. The receiver not only routes and delivers the transmitted signal
but also, in some cases, enables input capabilities from other sound sources, such
as computers or other streaming media technologies. Certain receivers may
incorporate the use of remote sensors, mounted in a position separate from the
base, to pick up the transmitted signal, and route this signal to the base via a
hardwired connection.
Loudspeaker Options. There are several loudspeaker designs and
configurations suitable for use in classroom ADSs. The installation criteria across
all of the designs are to: (a) improve the SNR evenly throughout the classroom
area; (b) enhance signal level without using the same kind of amplification
utilized by other listening systems; and (c) present a signal that does not
exacerbate undesirable acoustics, such as reverberation. Such criteria can be met
with proper installation of either traditional loudspeakers or newer loudspeaker
technologies.
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Classroom ADS Installation Procedures
Loudspeaker Placement. Loudspeaker(s) placement varies depending on
the type of transducer technology utilized. Most loudspeakers, however, are
typically positioned at or above the ear level of the listener. It is important to note
the approximate critical distance of the room, or the distance from the sound
source at which the sound pressure level from this source is equal to the
reverberant sound pressure level as a result of the reflected sound energy in the
room. As reverberation time decreases, critical distance increases, improving
accessibility of the sound signal originating from the sound source. Placement of
the loudspeaker(s) is, therefore, ideal when the direct energy from the loudspeaker
forms its own signal radiating field, separate from the direct signal emitted from
the unamplified voice of the teacher. In other words, the energy from the
loudspeaker and the energy emanating from the teacher’s voice separately radiate
across a listening area without reflection, so listeners can receive the signal from
at least one of these sources.
Loudspeaker placement should comply with specific manufacturer
recommendations to achieve the proper distribution of audio necessary. To
minimize risk of feedback, the output transducer, or loudspeaker, should be
placed at an appropriate distance from the microphone transmitter to prevent
potential re-amplification of the output signal, resulting in
squealing/whistling/other distortions of the original sound source. The
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manufacturer may also incorporate feedback suppression circuitry or manipulate
equalization circuitry to minimize potential feedback risks as well.
Intensity Levels. The ANSI standard for classroom acoustics [ANSI S12.62002; ANSI S12.6-2009/2010 (Rev. ed.), Acoustical Performance Criteria,
Design Requirements, and Guidelines for Schools] specifies that noise levels
should not exceed 35 dBA and reverberation times should not exceed 0.6 seconds
in all new and renovated school construction. This standard also recommends a
SNR for core learning spaces of at least +15 dB to enable students to hear their
teacher and peers with minimal difficulty. Assuming that the level of the teacher’s
voice during class instruction is approximately 50-65 dBA (depending on the
location of the student and teacher), this SNR should be attainable when the
ambient noise level is approximately 35 dBA and reverberation time is
approximately 0.6 seconds. It might be assumed that classroom ADSs should,
therefore, be able to produce audio signal levels 15 dB above the noise floor;
however, this is often not the case. This theory is a common misconception, as it
fails to consider the unamplified direct and reverberant sound pressure level of the
speaker’s voice.
Furthermore, additional efforts to minimize background noise and
reverberation times should also be executed to maximize potential SNR benefits
provided by the classroom ADS. Let us assume the following example: In an
occupied classroom, the unamplified sound pressure level of the teacher’s voice is
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65 dBA recorded at a one-meter distance from the sound source. In this example,
a distributed signal should maintain the approximate level of 65 dBA when
measured at various points throughout the room. The goal of a classroom ADS is
to equally distribute the desired sound signal evenly throughout the classroom.
These systems do not “amplify” the signal in the same way that other listening
systems amplify sounds as they arrive to the listener’s ears.
Classroom Sound Level Measurements
Acoustical problems in the classroom can interfere with communication and
instruction. As a result, these problems affect a student’s ability to listen and
understand during classroom instruction. They will also negatively impact the
performance of a classroom ADS that might be in use. Therefore, when classroom
noise and/or reverberation levels are suspected to exceed those recommended by
ANSI/ASA S12.60-2009/2010, classroom sound level measurements may be
recorded. Equipment needed to record such measurements include: Type II sound
level meter (SLM), 20-ft long measuring tape or laser tape, standard reading
material (e.g. the rainbow passage).
It is important to document the measurement recording sites and conditions
used to determine the classroom noise level. To ensure equal distribution of the
sound signal throughout the entire learning space, measurements should be
recorded from student desks at the four corners of the instructional area, the
middle, and the middle-back of the room. If there is a target student, use that
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student’s position in the classroom as a recording site, instead of the middle-back
of room. Additional position may be included as needed.
The ANSI/ASA S12.60-2009/2010 standard requires a one-hour average of
the nosiest time period during class instruction to capture the maximum internal
noise (within the classroom) and external noise (outside of the classroom) levels.
When a one-hour average is not possible, document the number of
seconds/minutes and the number of time samples that were made to calculate the
average value for each measurement level (e.g. 10-time samples, 2 minutes each).
Type II SLMs may contain an averaging function to automatically derive this
value and often recommend a timeframe.
Ideally, sound level measurements of classroom ambient noise levels should
be recorded using both A- and C-weighting networks. A-weighting more
accurately estimates speech information as it is received by the listener, whereas
C-weighting more accurately represents noise from heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems as well as other low-frequency ambient noise in
the classroom. If only one weighting is performed, A-weighting is preferred, as it
is the only weighting used to measure the teacher’s voice levels in order to
determine the SNR level.
I. Ambient Noise Level Measurement
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1. Turn sound level meter (SLM) on. Set SLM to the A- or C-weighted scale and
slow response. If possible, set the range of the meter to accommodate 40-60
dB SPL to begin recording.
2. Measure ambient noise levels for the unoccupied and occupied conditions at
various locations throughout the classroom. Noise level recordings may vary
according to the distance from noise sources. The ANSI/ASA S12.602009/2010 standard is based on a one-hour average unoccupied classroom
with the HVAC on; therefore, noise level recordings in this condition are
necessary for making a comparison to the ANSI standard.
3. If the room is occupied, ask the students remain quiet and measure the
ambient noise level to provide an estimate of ambient noise level during class
instruction. If the room is empty, convert unoccupied noise levels to occupied
by adding 10 dB to each unoccupied measurement. These estimated values
correspond to reported noise level differences between average unoccupied
and occupied classroom settings.
4. Calculate the average ambient noise level for each condition. Compare results
to the ANSI/ASA S12.60-2009/2010 standards for the weighting and size/type
of classroom used.
II. Measurement of Teacher Voice Levels
1. Position teacher and seat students in their normal locations for classroom
instruction. Record measurements during the noisiest time of instruction.
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2. Set SLM for A-weighting measurement recordings. Position the SLM to the
approximate center of each student seated at his/her desk and point it toward
the teacher. The tester needs to avoid placing his/her body in the pathway of
sound between teacher and student; tester placement in the pathway between
teacher and student can contaminate measurement recordings.
3. Advise the teacher to start reading the standard passage. Record the teacher’s
voice levels at the various locations used for recording ambient noise levels
throughout the classroom. Use measurements to calculate an estimated
average signal level during class instruction.
4. Determine the classroom SNR by subtracting the A-weighted ambient noise
level from the teacher voice level at the selected student locations.
[Teacher Voice Level – A-Weighted Ambient Noise Level]. For example, a
student location with a teacher voice level of 60 dBA and an A-weighted
noise level of 70 dBA would have a SNR of –10 dB.
5. Calculate an average SNR level by averaging all teacher voice levels and
subtracting from the A-weighted ambient level for the various conditions.
6. Repeat Steps 1–4 above.
7. Determine the classroom ADS benefit by comparing results to the condition
without system use. The goal is equal distribution of the teacher’s voice
throughout the classroom area. An average of at least +15 dB SNR is
recommended for children with special listening needs. This signal
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improvement is not achieved by increasing the system loudness level beyond
that recommended, but rather by reducing the level of background noise.
Table 9. Standards for Classroom Acousticsa
Type of Classroom

Ambient Noise Level

Reverberation Time

Permanent Classrooms

35 dBA

0.6 secondsb

Relocatable Classrooms

41 dBA
[35 dBA by 2017]

0.5 seconds

Note: aStandards for Classroom Acoustics in Core Learning Spaces, ANSI/ASA
S12.60-2009, 2010. bIn permanent classrooms, core learning spaces should be
readily adaptable to enable shortened reverberation time of 0.3 seconds to
accommodate children with special listening needs. Relocatable classrooms are
generally ill-suited for any child with special listening requirements due to the
higher noise levels present (AAA, Supplement B, 2011).

Classroom Reverberation Measurements
Reverberation time (RT60) is defined as the amount of time in seconds for a
sound to decay by 60 dB. RT60 in a classroom can be measured with special
equipment or estimated based on absorption co-efficients of surface materials.
Equipment needed for RT60 measurements include: reverberation instrument
or SLM with reverberation measurement functionality, noise generator (such as a
balloon or two boards that can be clapped together). Measurement recordings
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should be collected in an unoccupied classroom to promote measurement
accuracy and to avoid occupant exposure to loud noise.
1. Record separate RT60 measurements at 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz.
2. Generate impulse sound that is at least 25 dB louder than the background
noise. Use dedicated sound generators, popping balloons, or slapping two
boards together to generate this sound.
3. Record measures at each frequency in the four corners and in the middle of
the room. Average the five measurements recordings at each frequency to
obtain an estimate of the RT60 for that frequency in the classroom.
4. Determine overall RT60 estimate in the classroom for the speech frequencies
by averaging the estimated RT60 values for 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 2000 Hz.
Record this value as the room average RT60.
Calculating Estimated RT60 Using the Sabine Formula. The Sabine
formula is the most common formula used for estimating reverberation time
measures (RT60 = 0.049 x Volume / Surface Area x Average Absorption).
Equipment needed includes: a calculator and a 20-foot measuring tape or laser
tape. The formula used to estimate classroom reverberation time is the following:
RT = 0.049 x V/A, where RT = reverberation time in seconds, V = room volume,
and A = total absorption of the room surfaces in Sabins.
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1. All estimated reverberation times can be calculated in an unoccupied
classroom. Because a formula is used to estimate measures, no improvement
in accuracy is obtained with teacher and students present.
2. Calculate the classroom volume by measuring and multiplying the length,
width, and height of the classroom in feet (volume = length of room x width
of room x height of room). Record this resulting room volume in cubic feet.
3. To obtain the numerator for the RT = 0.049 V/A equation, multiply the
classroom volume by the constant 0.049.
4. To obtain the denominator of the equation, first calculate the area of the walls,
floor, and ceiling of the classroom in square feet. If the walls, ceiling, or floor
are irregularly shaped, then each section must be measured separately. The
area of the floor and ceiling is calculated by multiplying the length of the floor
or ceiling by its width, whereas the area of the walls can be derived by
multiplying the length of each wall by its height.
5. The absorption coefficient (Abs. Coef.) is a measure of sound reflectiveness
of different construction materials, expressed in Sabins. The coefficient is
determined based on the material composing the walls, ceiling, and floor
structures. In AAA’s (2011) “Supplement B: Classroom Audio Distribution
Systems,” the Sound Absorption Co-Efficients for Common Classroom
Materials Table provides the average absorption coefficients for the most
common construction materials (p. 15). If a different construction material is
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encountered and an additional absorption coefficient table is used, for the
purpose of these calculations, average the coefficients provided in the other
table for 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz.
6. Multiply the area of each floor, ceiling, and wall times the absorption
coefficient of the material composing each surface, respectively. Add up all
the resulting products to obtain the value of A (total absorption of the room in
Sabins) in the formula, RT = 0.049 V/A.
7. Take the numerator from Step 3 (0.049 x V) and the denominator from Step 6
(A = total absorption of the room in Sabins) and divide them to estimate
reverberation time of the room in seconds (RT = 0.049 V/A). Compare results
to ANSI/ASA S12.60-2009/2010 standards for the type of room utilized.
Directions to Determine Approximate Critical Distance
Using Boothroyd’s Estimated Critical Distance Table, match the volume and
estimated reverberation time of the classroom to determine the critical distance
value (AAA, Supplement B, 2011, p. 16). Up to and including this distance from
the talker, reflections of sound reverberations in the classroom will enhance the
speech signal. Beyond this distance, the speech signal will be degraded by the
later reflections of sounds reverberating in the classroom. For example, a room
volume of 12,000 cubic feet and a reverberation time of 0.4 seconds has a critical
distance of 11 feet. Therefore, it is important to position students with special
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listening requirements at a distance no further than 11 feet from the talker to
receive the most intelligible signal of the talker’s speech input.
Hearing Loop Systems
What are Hearing Loop Systems?
A hearing loop system, or audio frequency induction loop system
(AFILS), is an ALD that uses electromagnetic energy to transmit audio sound
signals. According to the Hearing Loss Association of America (HLAA), hearing
loops are the preferred ALD by people with telecoil-equipped hearing technology,
and “provide the greatest benefits to people who rely on assistive listening
systems, and to venues required by the ADA to provide hearing accommodations”
(HLAA, n.d.). Hearing loops installed to the IEC 60118-4 standard (International
Electrotechnical Commission) reliably deliver crystal clear sound signals to
people with hearing loss through their hearing technology.
In a hearing loop system, a microphone picks up and converts speech or
audio signals into an electrical current. The microphone feeds into the loop
amplifier, which sends this current through a wire looped around the perimeter of
a room or designated listening area. The current flowing in a complete loop
generates a magnetic field which emanates from the wire. When a coil is present
in a magnetic field, it produces an electric current that is related to the energy
stored in the magnetic field. Using this property, a simple coil of wire in the HA,
known as the telecoil, converts the energy in the magnetic field back into an
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electrical signal. It is important to note that this electrical signal contains the same
audio information that was picked up by the microphone. Electricity flows from
the telecoil into the HA speaker, where the signal is converted back into sound
that is delivered directly into the individual’s ear. Therefore, the sound signal
picked up by the microphone gets directly transmitted to the hearing device
without any interference from background noise or reverberation, ultimately
improving the SNR by +10 to +25 dB.

Figure 5. Transmission of sound in an induction loop system.
Hearing Loops vs. other ALDs
An electromagnetic wave consists of two perpendicular components: an
electric field and a magnetic field. Nearly all wireless communication uses the
electric field since it is much better suited for far distances. However, in order to
receive the electric field, one must have an antenna that is half the wavelength of
the wave. When converted to an electric field, a typical human voice at 1kHz
would have a wavelength of 300km — far too large for an antenna. So, in order to
transmit and receive this information, it is converted to a higher frequency,
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transmitted/received, and then down-converted back to 1 kHz. This process of
changing frequencies adds noise and other impurities to the sound.
Induction loops avoid this whole frequency-changing process by using the
magnetic field instead of the electric field. A magnetic field does not need an
antenna to be received, so frequencies do not need to be changed. Because of this,
an induction loop is both simpler and sounds clearer than bluetooth. The
fundamental limitation of induction loops is that the coil of wire (the magnetic
field equivalent of an antenna) used to receive the signal must be physically
enclosed by a wire containing the electric signal.
The induction loop does not provide amplification or power. It simply
sends the voice information to the HA via the electric coil. Once the coil converts
the magnetic field back to a current, there may be amplification stages to ensure
the sound is sufficiently loud. After this, the signal is sent to a speaker inside of
the HA that outputs the sound into the user’s ear.
Hearing Loop Components
A hearing loop consists of four main components:
1. Sound source (e.g. public address system, microphone, television, or phone)
2. Amplifier
3. Thin loop of copper wire around a room
4. Receiver worn in the ears (i.e., HA with telecoil) or with a headset
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Note: Portable loop receivers are needed for those without telecoil-equipped
HA technology.
How do hearing loops work?
Hearing loop systems contain a sound source, such as a public address
system, that directs sound into an amplifier. The amplifier sends a current to the
hidden copper wire surrounding the room, creating an electromagnetic field which
emanates from the loop. The wire transmits the amplified sound as a magnetic
signal to any hearing device with a telecoil within the looped zone. Telecoils are
tiny wire coils inside a HA that pick up the magnetic signals, allowing the HA to
act as a wireless receiver. The HA converts the magnetic signal into a sound
signal, amplified accordingly to meet the listener’s hearing prescription levels.
The magnetic field emitted by the hearing loop can range in size, being as
large as the length of the wire placed around the room perimeter or as small as the
device that fits behind the ear alongside the HA. In-between loops, positioned
either on the floor or attached to a chair, surround the listener and are worn
around the listener’s neck. The magnetic signal is picked up by the internal coil
embedded within the listener’s HA.
Magnetic fields emerge outwards from the source wire and current. The
magnetic lines of force and the resulting magnetic flux flow in circles around the
current that causes the magnetic field; this can be thought of as the flow of
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magnetism. The greater the distance between the circles and the current, the
weaker the magnetic force and the magnetic flux.
To visualize the flow of magnetism, engineers will often use the righthand rule to help determine which direction around the circle the magnetism is
flowing. In the right-hand rule, one must angle his/her right thumb in a rightangle position, relative to the other fingers on the right hand. The right thumb
should be pointed in the direction of the electrical current flow, and the remaining
fingers should be curled inward. The curled fingers will reveal the circular
direction taken by the magnetic field around the line of the thumb/wire. This rule
also allows one to figure out the direction of current flow in a wire, if the
direction of the magnetic field was known. To use this rule, the right thumb
should be pointed in the direction of the magnetic field and the remaining fingers
should be curled inward. Therefore, the opposite holds true in this case, as the
curled fingers will reveal the circular direction of the current that creates the
magnetic field.
If the wire is placed at floor level, the magnetic field should be pointing
straight down no matter which section of the wire is thought to be the source of
magnetism. The magnetic field above the loop wire at floor level will also be
more horizontal than vertical. At head height, the vertical part of the magnetic
field has a constant strength over the entirety of the room, apart from the area just
inside or right above the loop wire. When the listener is seated or standing just
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above the loop wiring, the magnetic field will be strong, but the vertical part of
the magnetic field will be weak. This concept is important because if the HA coil
is in a vertical position, it will receive only vertical portions of the magnetic field.
Therefore, users of HAs with telecoils in the vertical position will not pick receive
the transmitted sound signal when they are located above the hearing loop wire.
Interestingly, if the source is an acoustic signal, the direction of current
flow will reverse several times per second. This reversal corresponds to the
positive and negative pressure variations of the acoustical sound wave. As a
result, the circular magnetic fields reverse their direction several times per second
as well, creating constant change in the magnetic flux. The coil within the HA
senses these changes in the magnetic field and generates an audio voltage to
transmit the signal back to the listener accordingly (Dillon, 2001).
Types of Loop Systems
There are many different types of loop systems. Loop type should be selected
based on the intended system use, system requirements, environmental factors,
and site survey findings.
Fixed or Counter Loop (for one-to-one use). Fixed or Counter Loop
systems are designed for ideal one-to-one use at reception desks, service tills,
checkout service areas, and at bank counters (where fixed loops are often used in
conjunction with duplex intercom systems). These systems often have loops
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positioned underneath the counter. There are also “above counter loops” that are
commonly used in supermarkets and retail settings (IHLMA, 2016).
Portable loop (for one-to-one use). Portable loops are used by many
service providers to claim they had loop provision, even though these systems
often provide very limited listening benefit. Proper use of a portable loop requires
charged batteries, accurate positioning of loop technology (for the speaker and
user), and easy accessibility for trained staff to properly maintain/adjust loop
technology accordingly. Portable loops are typically fitted with an omnidirectional microphone; however, perceived benefit is oftentimes just as effective
as using the hearing-aid microphone alone. Portable loops will enable better
performance when the use of an external microphone is placed close to the
speaker or sound source. Due to the lack of discreetness of potable loop use,
individuals are less likely to participate in their listening environments using such
technology. As a result, service providers now specify fixed loops as the ideal
way for users of HAs accessing their goods/services to communicate.
Room Loops. Room loop systems are used to provide hearing loop
services over a wider listening area, such as an auditorium, lectures hall, place of
worship, entertainment venue, etc. There are many different room loop designs
and solutions available, so it is important to select the room loop deemed most
appropriate for meeting expectations. Factors like the intended use of the room
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and the material composition of the building structure should all be considered
prior to selection to ensure that the correct room loop solution is, in fact, chosen.
A. Perimeter Loops. Perimeter loops consist of one loop wire installed around
the perimeter of a room or listening area. Loops can be placed on top
floors, under carpets, linoleum, tiling, and even in cement flooring under
special circumstances. Perimeter loops should be installed below the user.
Installations above the user should be avoided and should never occur at
the user’s height. Placement of perimeter loops should be 8 to 25% of the
room width, and typically 2 to 8 feet (0.6 to 2.4 m) below the head. Loops
may also be placed beneath the flooring, ranging 1 to 4 feet (0.3 to 1.3 m)
below the floor. Perimeter loops are typically installed on wooden floors
with wood beams, brick, or stone in the supporting building structure.
Metal structures must be considered prior to loop installation, as the
presence of metal can impair the sound quality of the loop system.
Perimeter loops can be used in rooms/areas 65-82 feet (19.8-25 m)
wide with no metal present, or rooms 6-16 feet (1.8-4.9 m) wide with
minimal amounts of metal present (Williams AV, 2018). Because of audio
leaks detectable from a considerable distance outside the looped area, this
type of loop is typically avoided when there is concern about overspill.
B. Cancellation Loops. Cancellation loops are comprised of one large loop
with a small loop on the side where spill needs to be restricted. These
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loops are selected to control spill when spill concerns are in one direction
only. These loops, like perimeter loops, should be installed on wooden
floors with wood beams, brick, or stone in the supporting building
structure and no metal.
C. Single Array. Single array is one run of wire that is overlaid in a back and
forth pattern that results in equal-width segments in the loop design.
Single arrays are frequently used when there are minimal or no metal
losses present, as they provide greater coverage than perimeter loops and
cancellation loops. Single arrays are highly recommended for fixedseating arrangements, and generally not recommended for transient
listening environments. In a single array design, current flows in opposite
directions to the adjacent loops.
D. Phased Array. Phased arrays are like single arrays, except instead of one
run of wire, they have two, forming a primary array and a secondary array.
These arrays have an offset overlay driven by separate amplifiers with
phase shifters set to be 90 degrees out of phase from one another. To
design a phased array, measurements for the length of longest room/area
side and the desirable width for loop segments are needed. The width of
the loop segments can range from 6 to 12 feet (1.8 to 3.7 m) wide,
although smaller segment size can be required in cases of metal
interference (Williams AV, 2018).
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Phase arrays can be used in rooms/listening areas of various sizes,
even in areas where metal loss is present. Phase arrays provides tighter
control of overspill and even more listening coverage than the single array
design. Therefore, such loops provide greater confidentiality than standard
perimeter loop systems. This type of array may be used when listeners are
moving depending on the room (IHLMA, 2016).
E. Ultra-low overspill phased array. Ultra-low overspill phased arrays are
phased array with narrower segments. It provides the greatest spill control
and most consistent coverage in rooms/listening areas out of all the other
array types. It provides even tighter restrictive control of overspill around
the entire loop area than a phased array, as close as 5 feet (1.5 m) from the
loop edge, and 12 feet. (3.7 m) above and below the looped area. Ultralow spill over arrays are excellent for areas with metal loss. This design
may serve useful yet is not always sufficient for maintaining
confidentiality for adjacent rooms.
Portable Room Loops. Portable room loop systems have the same format as
a perimeter loop but are generally provided in a carry case. Such loops typically
need to be set up by a competent individual within the organization, prior to the
event or meeting for which its use was intended.
Other Types of Loop Systems. Hearing loop systems can also be found in
taxis, elevator, help points, etc. For example, the Help Point stations found across
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NYC MTA Subway Stations have the hearing loop symbol directly below the
section in blue. These symbols let commuters/tourists with hearing loss know that
these Help Point stations are equipped with loop technology to maximize
audibility while reaching out to an MTA employee if help or assistance is ever
needed as such.

Figure 6. NYC MTA telecoil-equipped help point.
Advantages of Hearing Loops
Users and venues both benefit from the advantages of hearing loop
technology. First, hearing loop systems are user-friendly. Hearing loop systems,
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unlike other ALDs, provide direct compatibility with hearing-aid technology.
Users of HAs with telecoil functionality can manually change their hearing
technology to the telecoil program to receive wireless listening benefit in any
appropriately looped setting. Therefore, hearing loop systems allow for discreet
utilization for those with telecoil functionality, as no additional units/permissions
are required in a looped zone in order to receive the clear, audible sound signal.
Hearing loops also maintain good sound quality. The telecoil-equipped
hearing-aid receiver enables direct transmission of sound signals that are
appropriately amplified accordingly to one’s prescriptive hearing levels. Telecoilequipped HAs are extremely versatile and can be used wherever a loop system is
present (e.g. auditoriums, theaters, religious institutions, classrooms, pharmacies,
ticket counters). Unlike FM and IR systems, loop technology serves as a transient
hearing solution, providing listening benefit for individuals passing through
looped airports, subway stations, elevators, or customer service counters. For loop
systems at customer service counters, microphones are required. Loop systems are
also user-friendly in terms of hygiene. Individuals often use their own hearing
technology as receivers, rather than borrowing receiver devices previously worn
by other users, that might not have been properly sanitized. Some venues also
provide one-time use earbuds instead of reusable headsets to use with the
receiver, to allow for better listening hygiene.
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Venues also benefit from hearing loops as well. Hearing loop technology
reduces the number and upkeep of assistive listening equipment, (i.e. receivers,
headsets) necessary for public distribution. Equipment only needs to be provided
to those without telecoil-enabled devices, since hearing loops are directly HA
compatible. Hearing loop installation also automatically accommodates thousands
of users without any additional required action from the venue. Hearing loops are
always active and, therefore, do not need to be charged and/or turned on for
utilization. Loop systems are also cost effective; the benefits greatly outweigh
installation costs. Once a loop system is installed, minimal maintenance is
required for proper upkeep.
In the United States, hearing loops must comply with the ALD requirements
specified by the Americans with Disabilities Act. [ADA]. There are international
standards for hearing loops as well. Hearing loop manufacturers and installation
specifications must comply with International Electrotechnical Commission [IEC]
standard to ensure proper loop functionality to optimize potential loop benefits for
the user and venues. Venues equipped with loop technology can be identified with
the universally utilized symbol as such:
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Figure 7. Universal symbol for telecoil-loop technology.
Signs that do not have a T in the lower corner are typically used for FM and/or IR
systems.
Disadvantages of Hearing Loops
For users of HAs without telecoil functionality, a receiver with
headphones must be worn to utilize the hearing loop technology. However, since
such utilization often requires individuals to remove their hearing technology
from their ears, the transmitted sound signal will not be amplified accordingly to
their desired prescription levels. Therefore, users of HAs without telecoil
functionality are expected to receive less than optimal listening benefit from
hearing loop technology.
Installation of Hearing Loop Systems
Induction loops may be purchased from a variety of suppliers. It is important
that the supplier selected has appropriate knowledge of hearing loop systems and
provides products that comply with the relevant standards. Any individual with
the intention to design, install, or maintain an induction loop should know,
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understand, and act in accordance with the requirements specified by the IEC
60118-4 standard.
1. Site survey
A site survey should be conducted prior to loop installation. During a site
survey, magnetic background noise testing is performed to evaluate the
potential risk of telecoil interference occurring on site. Electrical equipment
and AC power wiring, for example, will often interfere with HA technology in
the telecoil setting. Necessary site areas for inclusion in the loop system
coverage is also determined at this time.
The presence of metal within the building construction is also reviewed
and examined. Most commercial buildings contain metal within the building
structure. Fixed metal structures have a grounding-effect to magnetic signals,
where magnetic energy is absorbed by metal structures. As a result, the sound
signal is reduced, with the greatest effect occurring at the higher frequency
levels (5000 Hz and over). This is known as “metal loss.” Metal presence may
influence the most appropriate selection, regarding the type of loop chosen.
2. Avoid or limit potential for signal overlap
If more than one loop system is being installed, or if a loop is being installed
relatively close to an existing hearing loop, then there is greater potential risk
for comprised privacy resulting from the signal transmission overlap. Loop
antenna positioning is also vital for proper signal transmission. Improper
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fitting of the loop antenna will not provide the required sound signal for the
listener regarding his/her audibility needs.
3.

Consider proper microphone type and positioning
Microphones are a crucial component of loop system technology. Therefore,
the correct microphone type should be selected and used to enhance overall
loop system performance. The microphone must also be positioned within a
certain range from the speaker or sound source. Loop system performance is
adversely affected when the microphone is placed is too far away from the
speaker. This can also occur when external sound sources are not properly
oriented or set up.

Standards for Loop Systems
Loop installations should be in accordance with international standard for loop
systems (IEC 60118-4) requirements to ensure optimal loop function and benefit.
Loop systems must meet these requirements in order to become certified. The IEC
60118-4 standard specifies loop performance requirements as follows:
1. Background noise = < 32 dB (measured with a calibrated field strength meter,
A-weighted, -20dB scale, specified reference level: 400mAa/m = 0 dB)
Background noise, in this case, refers to electromagnetic interference (EMI) or
unwanted magnetic signals resulting from sources within the looped area.
Potential sources of unwanted magnetic noise include, but are not limited to,
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lighting, audio, microphone, video, and projection systems, and/or anything
containing a high current flow or charge.
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) testing is performed during the initial
site survey, prior to loop system installment. The loop amplifier is turned off
and all potential sources of EMI are turned on during test conduction.
Noise/EMI levels are obtained using a field strength meter relative to the 400
mA/m reference. Resulting EMI measurement levels should not exceed a -32dB deviation from the reference at any point within in the intended loop area.
(Williams AV, 2018). EMI testing should also be performed on the day of
loop installation to ensure levels are still within acceptable limits.
In cases where EMI exceeds 32 dB from the reference, action must be
taken to reduce such levels accordingly. This can be accomplished by properly
identifying the source of EMI. High EMI levels can sometimes result from
improper wiring/grounding and/or use of older lighting systems/dimmers. In
these cases, the venue owner should hire an electrician to correct the wiring
issue and replace lighting dimmers to reduce/eliminate EMI prior to loop
installation. Loop installation can begin once measured noise levels are in
accordance with IEC standards (within 32 dB of the reference value)
(Williams AV, 2018).
2. Field strength = 400 mA/m ±3 dB @ 1000 Hz in program peaks (measured
with a RMS measuring device with 125 md integration time)
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Field strength is assessed once the loop wire has already been installed. It was
recommended that all field strength meter measurements be recorded five feet
above the floor to account for both standing and seated receiver heights
(Williams AV, 2018). Using the internal 1000 Hz test tone in the loop
amplifier, recordings of magnetic field strength must equal 400mA/m ± 3 dB
throughout the intended listening area. The field signal strength should be
measured while walking throughout the entire looped area, including
measures at the farthest point from the loop wire, such as at the center of the
loop. When the loop is properly designed and installed, the field strength will
maintain a uniform signal in every seat/location within the looped area
(McKinley, 2019).
The strength of the magnetic field near the center of the room is directly
proportional to the magnitude of the loop current and to the number of turns in
the loop wiring. It is also inversely proportional to the loop diameter. The
(old) international standards, IEC 118-4, BS7594, specify that the long-term
root mean square (rms) value of the magnetic field should equal 100
milliamps per meter (mA/m), and the actual strength of the magnetic field at
the center of a circular loop can be calculated using the following equation:
𝐻=

𝑛𝑙
𝑎
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where H = the strength of the magnetic field in Amps per meter, n = the
number turns around the loop, l = the rms value of the loop current, and a =
the diameter of the circular loop in meters. For a square loop of a x a meters,
the strength of the magnetic field will be 10% less than the value calculated
above. If the long-term rms value of the loop’s magnetic field has to be 100
mA/m, then the loop must be able to output an rms level of at least 400 mA/m
(preferably 560 mA/m) to avoid potential peak clipping during the more
intense speech sounds (Dillon, 2001).
Until recently, many induction loop systems have been incorrectly
adjusted to an approximate peak value of 100 mA/m, instead of the correct
standard value of 400 mA/m. As a result, many loops are 12 dB too weak
(only 1/16 of the actual power requirement). The loop should be able to
produce 400 mA/m in program peak levels measured with a RMS measuring
device of 125 ms integration, and contain a frequency response of 100–5000
Hz ± 3 dB. The magnetic field strength also has its reference value at the
peak level, like other level controls, where 400 mA/m = 0 dB. This may lead
to some confusion, as many measuring instruments have used 100 mA/m as
the previous reference level. To avoid misunderstandings, it is recommended
to use the absolute value measured in mA/m as the specified reference value,
instead of relative dB values. Since a certified loop must reach 400 mA/m in
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program peaks, the specified reference level is 400 mA/m = 0 dB (Bo EDIN
AB, 2007).
It is essential that the magnetic output of loops be at least 400 mA/m to
provide an adequate SNR to overcome the magnetic interference and transmit
a reasonably clean signal to the listener.
3. Frequency Response = 100–5000 Hz ±3 dB relative to 1000 Hz
Using the 400 mA/m at 1000 Hz as the reference value, field strength
measures must not vary more than ±3 dB from the reference for recordings at
100 Hz and 5000 Hz within the designated listening area. The system must
have a flat frequency response between 100–5000 Hz for speech to be
intelligible (Williams AV, 2018). Frequency response measures should be
recorded in a fixed location in the center of the hearing loop. Such recordings
should not be obtained within a foot of a hearing loop wire to avoid artificial
meter readings for meeting the IEC standard (McKinley, 2019).
It is important that the response of the loop and HA telecoil resemble the
acoustical response of the HA alone. The frequency response in the telecoil
position might differ from the frequency response in the microphone position
in the following two scenarios:
I.

The hearing loop may produce a weaker magnetic signal for highfrequency sounds than for low-frequency sounds.
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This may occur when the electrical impedance of the hearing loops
contains an inductance and a resistance. An inductance has an impedance that
rises with frequency, so the total impedance of the hearing loop will begin to
increase once the frequency exceeds what is known as the corner frequency.
Note: The corner frequency refers to the frequency where the impedance of
the inductance is equivalent to that of the resistance. In cases where a
conventional audio power amplifier is used to power the hearing loop, the
current (and, therefore, the magnetic signal) will decrease as frequency rises
above the corner frequency value.
Solution: Make the corner frequency ≥ 5000 Hz. This can be
accomplished using: a wire of a smaller diameter (provided it does not
overheat), fewer turns (ideally one turn) in the loop, a graphic equalizer, a
specialized current-drive power amplifier with high output impedance, or an
external series resistor. Alternatively, a grid of small loops placed under the
carpeting rather than around the room perimeter, could be used as another
solution to minimize potential spillover from adjacent loop systems, and
should be purchased commercially.
II.

The problem lies within the HA itself.
Solution: Adjust the way the telecoil connects to the amplifier. Telecoils
evidently produce a voltage that increases with frequency. This may be
compensated within the HA design by manipulating/adjusting the connection
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between the telecoil and the HA amplifier. The shape of the telecoil frequency
response should be compared to that of the microphone using the HA
specification sheet, and/or by measuring each response in a test box to
confirm proper telecoil functionality.
Practical Tips for Installing or Improving a Loop System


Make the loop as small as feasibly and functionally possible.



Measure the loop resistance with a multimeter or calculate the loop
resistance using the following formula in Table 10. The loop resistance
should not be less than what the amplifier is able to safely drive. If
possible, read the amplifier specifications. Otherwise, four ohms or more
is generally used as a safe rule of thumb.



To design a loop or check an existing loop with n number of turns, each
turn with a perimeter of p meters, made of wiring with a diameter of d mm
(excluding the insulation), and producing a maximum rms field strength of
04 A/m (or 400 mA/m), the following calculations should be performed.
Note: The following formulas are in part based from Phillbrick (1982) and
from British Standard 7594. These equations are calculated, assuming no
external resistor to increase total resistance has been used (Dillon, 2001).
Table 10.
Calculations for designing a hearing loop or checking an existing loop
Hearing Loop Calculations
Formula
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Minimum amplifier power

=

Minimum wire diameter to
avoid overheating

=

Corner frequency

=

Loop resistance

=

Watts
mm

(

0.022

/ )

Hz

Ohms

If an external resistor is used to increase the total resistance, then the
minimum amplifier power and corner frequency are both increased by the
ratio of the total resistance to the resistance of the loop itself. To minimize
peak clipping, the amplifier power should be doubled to that of the
minimum power calculated in the equation above (Dillon, 2001).

Telecoil Orientation
Without telecoils, hearing aid users cannot effectively use ADA
(Americans with Disabilities Act) mandated ALD systems, including FM, IR,
loops, and landline telephones. The telecoil is a tiny copper coil that serves as the
loop transducer. It detects and converts magnetic energy into electrical energy,
similar to the way a microphone detects and converts acoustical energy into
electrical energy. Telecoil receivers and microphones serve the same purpose;
whereas telecoils are sensitive to changes in the magnetic field, microphones are
sensitive to changes in sound pressure level. In a magnetic field, the telecoil is
most efficient when oriented parallel to the lines of magnetic flux. As previously
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discussed, the lines of flux are mostly vertical within a large circular loop.
Therefore, telecoils must be oriented vertically. Telecoil orientation has been
compared to catching rain in a glass (MacLennan & Sterkens, 2019). That is, it is
much easier to catch rain while holding the glass vertically than horizontally.
Similarly, a telecoil needs to be in a vertical orientation to pick up sound via the
vertical lines of flux within the encircled loop zone. If the telecoil is oriented
horizontally within the loop, no current will be induced inside the coil. However,
if the horizontal telecoil is held above the hearing loop wire, where the lines of
flux are horizontal, then current will be induced. Therefore, users of HAs with
embedded vertical telecoils within their technology will be able to pick up sound
within the looped zone. If these users relocate to a position above the wire, where
the lines of flux in the magnetic field are horizontal, no sound will be delivered.
Head tilt can also affect telecoil orientation. For example, looking down to
read a playbill or pamphlet creates a head tilt that makes the orientation of the
telecoil more diagonal. So only slight intensity changes occur if the angle of the
telecoil’s diagonal position does not exceed more than 45 degrees from vertical.
In contrast, angles varying 60 degrees or more from the vertical position may
induce large intensity changes, thereby negatively influencing successful sound
transmission. Large angles exceeding 60 degrees occur if someone bent down to
pick up a quarter or to tie his/her shoe [See Table 10]. Because of the impact
telecoil orientation on successful sound transmission, many hearing-aid
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manufacturers strive to orient telecoils vertically on top of the typical user’s ear.
To accomplish this, telecoils are purposely oriented at a slight angle within the
hearing device. Telecoil orientation in HAs, particularly those of the smaller/
miniature device options, may become compromised if the telecoil is positioned
too diagonally because of space limitations in the hearing technology. In this case,
head tilt can result in large intensity fluctuations within the looped zone
(MacLennan & Sterkens, 2019).
Table 11.
Effect of T-coil Angle Deviation from Vertical Position on Intensity
Angle Deviation
Intensity Reduction
45°
± 3 dB
60°

± 6 dB

90°

No signal; silence

Issues of telecoil orientation also apply to neckloop users. When
individuals use neckloops, the telecoil orientation may fall directly above the
neckloop where the magnetic signal current is horizontal, thus establishing a
weaker current flow and poor sound transmission for vertically oriented telecoils.
As a solution to this problem, individuals should adjust the neckloop to a wider
positioning over their shoulders or under their collar. Individuals could also hang
the neckloop over their ears, creating a better circle around the head to provide a
stronger magnetic signal picked up by the telecoil within the looped area.
Telecoil Programming
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Audiologists need to provide manually programmable telecoils, that the
patient can activate on his/her own. (Vertical telecoils must be ordered for custom
products, whereas BTE technology tends to already be equipped with vertical
telecoil technology.) Although the default telecoil settings provide some listening
benefit, listening in adverse listening environments is still challenging.
As compared with the default telecoil program, properly programmed and
verified telecoil settings yield better speech discrimination and less listening effort
(Leda & Valente, 2018). The various telecoil programming options are described
in the table below [Table 12].
Table 12.
Telecoil Programming Options
T only
Other Terms
Loop T

M +T
Public T

Definition

Telecoil ON;
Microphone OFF

Microphone ON;
Telecoil ON

Advantages

Enables audibility
of input from
HAT alone

Disadvantages

0 input from
microphone limits
users’ ability to
monitor their own
voice and hear the
voices of others

Enables audibility
of input from HAT
and HA
microphones
Noisy listening
environments may
create more
distraction and thus,
may create greater
listening effort

Auto-T
Telephone/Phone
T
Automatic
Telecoil
Enables
audibility via HA
compatible
telephone
Not compatible
with loop, FM,
IR systems
without manual
override

Programming should be performed for public or looped telecoil. The
telephone/phone T programs should typically be avoided, as some phone
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programs roll off the high frequencies and may increase the gain internally to
compensate for the anticipated weak magnetic fields around landline telephones.
Patients who use the telephone/phone T programs often complain that the HAs are
too loud. Individuals with mild hearing loss and open fit technology should obtain
Public Telecoil programming only. Individuals with more severe hearing loss,
reduced word recognition, and occluding earmolds should consider two programs:
(a) M & T, to enable audibility via hearing loop technology and hear the voice of
themselves/others; or (b) T only program to enable greater audibility in difficult
listening settings. Automatic telecoil programs do not work in hearing loops and
should, therefore, be avoided (MacLennan & Sterkens, 2019).
Verification of Telecoil
Verification of telecoil technology is crucial for ensuring optimal telecoil
functionality and benefit. Telecoil technology should be selected with use of the
ANSI specification sheets to determine the best telecoils for providing optimal
benefit within a hearing loop.
The ANSI SPLITS (Sound Pressure Level for an Inductive Telephone
Simulator) test is performed to verify telecoil technology. The SPLITS test
measures the Reference Test Gain [RTG] to a magnetic signal input (of 31.6
mA/m), rather than an acoustic signal (of 60 dB) which is typically used for
verifying the electroacoustic RTG output of a hearing aid. The RTG sound
pressure level (SPL) output curves using a 60-dB acoustic signal should ideally
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resemble or match the resulting SPLITS curve using 31.6 mA/m magnetic signal.
A disadvantage of the SPLITS test, however, is that the HA may be preset or
oriented to yield optimal telecoil output measures, even if these outputs are
misrepresentative of real-world functionality. For example, optimal SPLITS
responses resembling the RTG response curve may be obtained for horizontal
telecoils, despite their poor functionality in real-world looped settings, solely due
to the manipulated positioning of the hearing technology during the SPLIT test
recording.
Similar to the SPLITS test, the SPLIV (coupler SPL in vertical magnetic
field) test measures output SPL measures while using the same magnetic input
signal described above. However, the SPLIV test requires the hearing-aid
orientation to be in a vertical position or as worn on-the-ear during testing.
Furthermore, the SPLIV is not currently included in the ANSI S3.22 (2009)
standard for the required test battery. However, SPLIV testing is thought to be
making a come-back and will likely be included in future ANSI specifications
once the FDA approves S3.22(2014). HFA SPLIV responses to a 31.6 mA/m (60
dB) magnetic input signal should resemble or be equivalent to the RTG.
Therefore, in a properly functioning loop system, the output RTG response curve
should ideally equal that of the telecoil output response. The only thing that
remains unknown is how well the frequency responses match. Every
manufacturer should provide an image of the SPLIV telecoil response in a simple
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format (i.e., a single graph) so it can be easily compared to the microphone
response (i.e., RTG gain). Manufacturers, hopefully in the near future, will be
required to provide specifications that include SPLIV test results. For now,
however, audiologists are encouraged to ask manufacturers for a SPLIV test.
SPLIT results should match SPLIV results if the telecoil orientation is (nearly)
vertical. It would be ideal to be informed about compromised telecoil orientation
by the manufacturer rather than discovering the faulty telecoil positioning
ourselves.
Although favorable specification measures are appealing, they are not as
crucial as determining whether the output responses of microphones and telecoils
match, or if they are at least transparent. In other words, we must ensure that
telecoil responses are meeting prescription levels that adequately address one’s
hearing needs. Verification is essential for ensuring proper telecoil functionality,
as some HAs in telecoil mode do not perform in the same manner as suggested by
the response curves depicted on the NOAH fitting screen under the manufacturer
default setting. The telecoil program should be verified in a hearing instrument
test (HIT) box once the fitting is finalized. With a HIT box, one can quickly
verify and adjust the telecoil response after he/she is finished programming the
HA and verifying it with real ear measurements. The test box should be left open
during the verification process and the HA should be held as if it were positioned
on-ear.
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Telecoil settings should also be validated to ensure telecoil responses are
adequately meeting prescription levels. One way to validate telecoil technology is
via use of a calibrated hearing loop system in accordance with IEC standards.
Patients can use their smartphone devices to turn their telecoils on/off; they can
also vary the M/T mixing ratio via app use. Therefore, patients who are proficient
in adjusting the M/T ration via the smartphone app only require one telecoil
program of M + T and can modify audio input accordingly in different
environments to optimize listening benefit.
Infrared (IR) Systems
What are Infrared Systems?
Infrared systems are like FM systems, except instead of using radio waves,
they utilize IR light waves with much shorter wavelengths than radio waves to
transmit the desired sound signal (~10 14 Hz). Electromagnetic radiation of a
slightly higher frequency is perceived as red light by the human eye, hence the
name infra (i.e. below) red.
Infrared System Components
1. Transmitter


The transmitter converts sound into IR light waves and beams it to the
receiver worn by the listener.

2. Receiver
 The receiver converts the light energy back into sound.
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 HAs with telecoil can become IR receivers.
3. Headphone or Neck Loop


All systems require a receiver and either a headphone or a neck loop. For
listeners with telecoil-equipped HAs or cochlear implants, neck loops
eliminate need for headphones.



The headset receiver has an adjustable volume control to allow the listener
to manipulate sound to a desirable listening level without changing the
actual TV volume and disturbing others.

The transmitter converts sound received from a public address or sound
system into an IR light signal and beams it to the receiver worn by the listener.
Once the signal is delivered, the receiver decodes the light signal back into sound.
The receiver must be in direct alignment with the transmitter to minimize
potential risk for failed transmission of sound, or drop-outs, to occur.
How do IR Systems work?
Like an FM system, an IR system requires the modulation of the carrier
(IR) wave by the audio signal to allow for signal transmission. In IR systems,
amplitude modulation is often used. The IR wave is pulsed on and off, with the
timing of the pulses controlled/modulated by the audio signal. The pulsations of
the IR carrier are sent from the transmitter to be detected by the IR receiver. The
receiver detects and demodulates these pulses to decode the audio signal. The
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receiver output can be delivered directly to a headphone or coupled indirectly to a
HA via a neck loop, though headphone use is found to be more common.
Advantages of IR Systems
Infrared systems are extremely advantageous for enhancing audibility in
confidential listening environments. These ALDs allow for maximum privacy
because the IR light waves used for sound transmission are unable to pass through
walls. Transmission of sound, therefore, is confined to its intended listening space
with less risk of acoustical spillover to adjacent areas. IR systems are also useful
in settings where overlapping acoustic signals may be problematic. Therefore, IR
systems are advantageous in places like the movie theater, where they transmit
auditory signals to receivers within the specified room/area with little to no
interference from competing signals of adjacent listening areas. As a result, IR
systems allow for cleaner signal transmission directly to the ears of its intended
listeners, and their ears only.
Disadvantages of IR Systems
The use of IR waves for sound transmission can lead to disadvantages as
well. For example, IR waves behave similarly to light waves. Like light waves, IR
waves travel in a straight line, from the transmitter to the receiver. Due to their
short wavelength, IR signals can be easily blocked by any mass interjecting the
direct line of transmission between the transmitter and receiver units. These
waves can also easily reflect (with some attenuation) off flat, light-colored
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surfaces. Therefore, listeners are encouraged to sit in line with the transmitter.
Otherwise, users may experience interference or drop-outs, in which they receive
no sound signal at all.
Infrared systems are not as versatile as other ALDs, like FM systems. Unlike
FM systems, IR systems cannot be utilized outside or in direct daylight. This is
because IR signals are adversely affected by sunlight, thus, making such systems
useful only in specific listening situations.
When are IR Systems used?
Infrared systems are ideal for settings that require privacy, such as in the
courtroom or doctor’s office. They are also used while watching a movie at the
theater or watching television at home. Museums and other public areas may
utilize IR systems as well, so long as the listening space is reserved to a confined
space. To learn more about IR systems, one can experiment at home by noting the
working versus not working conditions of the TV remote.
Bluetooth Technology
What is Bluetooth Technology?
Bluetooth technology is a wireless system that allows for the
communication between two or more unrelated electronic devices. Device
communication is accomplished via wireless data exchange over short distances,
using ultra-high frequency radio waves. Bluetooth technology is becoming
increasingly popular amongst hearing devices. Hearing technologies with
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Bluetooth compatibility enable users to talk, listen, and even stream sound from
their cellular devices without holding this device to their ear.
Currently, Bluetooth technology is NOT considered an option for assistive
ALD use in public venues. This is because Bluetooth requires individuals to have
their own electronic devices. Sometimes wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) connection is
required to manipulate Bluetooth functionality using certain phone applications,
or apps.
Comparative Analysis of ALDs
To facilitate proper device/system selection, it is important to identify,
compare, and analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the different ALD types.
The types of ALDs to be discussed include the four remote transmission HA
systems: FM systems, hearing loop systems, infrared systems, and classroom
audio distribution systems (ADSs), assuming that the classroom ADS has been
implemented with an FM link between the teacher and the amplifier. Although
advantages and disadvantages of each system were previously discussed, this
section will provide a comparative analysis using a real-world listening setting.
Factors like SNR enhancement, convenience, consistency, and affordability will
all be considered. For comparative purposes, let us assume the application is a
classroom setting containing several children with hearing impairment, each of
whom has previously been fitted with individual hearing technology with direct
audio input and/or telecoil functionality, as appropriate [See Figure 8].
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Comparative Advantages in a Classroom Setting
FM System

Classroom ADS

Hearing Loop

Infrared System

SNR
Enhancement
Convenience
Consistency
Privacy
Affordibility

Figure 8. Comparative analysis of ALDs in a classroom setting. This graph
displays the advantages of each of the ALD systems in a classroom containing
several children with hearing impairment. For each criterion, the longer the bar,
the greater the relative benefit.
Although all systems lead to an overall improvement in SNR, hearing
loops, FM systems, and IR systems deliver a significantly greater SNR, compared
to that of a classroom ADS. These systems also enable greater reductions in the
amount reverberant energy present, provided that the microphone is close to the
sound source. Unlike classroom ADS, hearing loops, FM systems, and IR systems
utilize non-acoustic forms of energy for sound signal transmission, resulting in a
much more substantial means of sound signal enhancement with improvements up
to 20 dB or more.
The classroom ADS, however, is likely the most convenient system to use,
especially when there is only one talker to be amplified. Unlike other ALDs, the
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classroom ADS receiver, amplifier, and loudspeaker components do not need to
be physically adjusted and typically only one transmitter needs to be handled.
Therefore, such systems become far less convenient when more than one talker
requires amplification unless the system has been designed to incorporate two
transmitters simultaneously. The least convenient system, in this example, is the
hearing loop system. Conventional use of the hearing loop requires the teacher to
remain close to the microphone, which is often fixed or carried along with a long
lead. However, an FM system may be used to transmit the signal of the teacher’s
voice to the loop amplifier. Loop systems also require students to switch into the
T position of their hearing technology to receive the sound signal. By switching to
the telecoil position, students disable access to their local acoustic environment,
unless the HAs have an MT position. As previously discussed, the MT position
enables access to both the loop and local acoustic signal but has its own
disadvantages as well.
The classroom ADS also has the most consistent performance, followed
by the hearing loop system. Sound field amplification is consistent because of the
following: (a) only one component is mobile – the single system transmitter; and
(b) system malfunction or failure is immediately apparent to the teacher, allowing
for immediate corrective action to take place. The hearing loop system is the
second most consistent system because of its few mobile components (provided
the loop has been properly installed to provide and maintain a sufficiently strong
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electromagnetic signal). Loop systems that are initially interference-free
following installation are likely to remain so, as sources of such interference are
not usually transient in nature. FM systems have less consistent performance than
sound field amplification and loop systems because of dropouts, interference, and
their several mobile components (receivers and transmitters) that need to be
maintained. Even though IR systems in the classroom are less prone to
interference, such systems are prone to dropouts whenever the direct line of
transmission between transmitter and receiver is obstructed or interjected,
preventing the signal from traveling in a straight line.
Infrared systems provide the greatest level of privacy above any other
system. Such systems have virtually no spillover outside the room housing the
system transmitter. FM systems may be used for private listening settings, where
confidentiality is not of concern. Potential eavesdropping may only occur if a
receiver is tuned into the correct carrier frequency for FM transmission in system
use.
Hearing loops and classroom ADSs are considered the most cost-effective.
They are the most affordable to install and maintain, as only one device is needed
per classroom, provided each child has telecoil functionality, as necessary (Dillon,
2001).
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DISCUSSION
The purpose of this research was to develop a comprehensive guide on
ALDs describing the various types of ALDs, the basic concepts underlying ALDs,
their advantages and disadvantages, the instrumentation and components, and the
setup and procedures for specification/evaluation and verification of ALDs in
accordance with national standards or guidelines issued by professional
organizations. This guide was intended for audiologists, hearing scientists,
audiology students and hearing-science students.
Emerging Themes
Findings of this review indicate that ALDs may be used to facilitate
communicative efficiency in people with hearing loss in adverse listening
environments. It is important to note that the ideal ALD for one setting, may not
be appropriate or highly beneficial in another. Therefore, the type of ALD
selected should be based on the intended listening environment, as well as the
intended system use. Once an appropriate selection is made, the ALD may be
used to help individuals detect environmental sounds or improve their
communicative efficiency intelligibility in a specific listening setting or situation.
These systems/devices enable much higher levels of performance than the
use of individual hearing technology alone. Therefore, such systems should be
utilized to ensure communicative efficiency, particularly in settings such as
school systems or other educational settings. Furthermore, high performance level
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does not necessarily mean high cost, as the telecoil is a low-cost device, capable
of being used much more often than it is currently used today. As audiology and
hearing science professionals and students, it is not only our duty to ensure proper
ALD use/function, but also to raise public awareness and accessibility of available
ALD technologies to promote optimal hearing health.
Future Research
Computer technologies and mobile cellular telephones now have much in
common with various hearing technologies. As a result, HAs and ALDs are
expected to benefit from advances made in these higher volume fields. Future
research should address technological advancements as they relate to ALDs. Such
advancements may cause certain sections in this guide to become obsolete and,
therefore, should be addressed and/or adjusted accordingly.
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CONCLUSION
This research aimed to provide a comprehensive guide on ALDs,
including the necessary setup and procedures for specification and evaluation of
and verification ALDs in accordance with national and international standards or
guidelines issued by professional organizations in the audiology, hearing sciences,
or acoustics fields.
Devices such as HAs, as we now know, are not always sufficient in
addressing one’s listening needs. The findings of this research support the
conclusion that ALDs improve audibility, communicative efficicncy, and overall
listening benefit for individuals with hearing loss, especially those with
compatible hearing technology. This comprehensive guide should, therefore, be
used to help one ensure optimal ALD performance to maximize communicative
benefit.
Audiologists, hearing scientists, and students in these fields should use this
guide as a knowledgeable resource to develop a better understanding of the
various topic related to ALDs. This guide will also serve as a valuable reference
regarding the current, best practice measurements and procedures for seup/installation, and evaluation and specification and verification of ALD
performance.
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